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PREFACE

It gives us great pleasure to revise this monograph, originally

written a decade ago but evidently still in demand by teachers of eco-

nomics at the junior and senior high school levels. Botl the economy

and the field of economics have gone through difficult times since the

first edition. In 1971 we had not yet witnessed Watergate, and

"stagflation"--now a chronic problem for the United States and the West-

ern industrialized world--had not yet been identified as an economic

problem. Conservatives and liberals alike agreed when the statement was

made that "we are all Keynesians now." In ten short years we have seen

the end of the postwar economic boom and of the role of the U.S. economy

as the world's stabilizer. Eventually, we must learn to cope with world

competition, the sluggish growth combined with double-digit inflation

which we call stagflation, the re-emergence of the cold war, and the

powerful development or the antinuclear movement in Europe which

threatens the NATO alliance. These are times that try men's (and

women's, too) souls.

The economics profession has been shaken by these events. Eco-

nomics, thought of by its practitioners as the queen of the social

sciences, is basically a policy-oriented science. Economic theory con-

struction and empirical research are carried out mainly to shed light on

what makes the economy tick and what changes in government policy are

needed to improve performance. In the 1970s, as the standard policies

failed to maintain stable growth, more and more economists began to

question the Keynesian orthodoxy, which emphasizes the importance of

stimulating and controlling aggregate demand. Political conservatives

returned to an older orthodoxy, popular in the 1920s, which emphasizes

the importance of free-market forces in automatically regulating the

economy and the dangers of government interference. Economists on the

left, who have begun to be taken more serioui1y, look at the structural

characteristics of late capitalism as the cause of our current economic

problems.

Since President Reagan's election in 1980, we have experienced

major polity shift toward the conservative principles of supply-side
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economics. e main objective of the Reagan policy is to dismantle the

New Deal and to use stringent monetary controls and reductions in domes-

tic spending programs to recreate the free-market environment which will

allow the automatic forces of demand and supply to work.

Economics' education in the schools has changed too, reflecting the

concerns of the community about the shaky economy. Ten years ago we

emphasized the importance of learning Keynesian economics as part of

citizenship training, ur for its own sake as a necessary discipline for

everyday life. Today, there if; a rising concern on the part of the busi-

ness community that students should be taught to appreciate the tree-

market economy and to use economic thinking in their personal lives.

Teachers today have more choices in designing their programs, but they

are also subject to more pressures from special-interest groups that

would like to influence the LarricOum. In this monograph we have tried

to provide the building blocks necessary for developing a sound course

of study in economics as well as resources and references that teachers

might find useful.

Learning economics is even more important today than it was ten

years ago. 1%e all realize that our major problems are economic in

-nature. During such unsettled times it is important for students to

know that there is disagreement about the causes of persistent economic

problems. Furthetmore, there is growing recognition that there are no

easy solutions. We are in for some hard times, and we need to learn to

live in a complex world. There are no panaceasand we hope that there

are no pollyannas.

Boulder, Colorado

December 1981

vi 7

Suzanne W. Helburn

James E. Davis
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I. AN OVERVIEW OF ECONOMICS

Introduction

The strength of a curriculum depends on its ability to empower

students--to teach them to use powerful ideas, theories, methods of

thinking, and ways of valuing. A major objective cf formal teaching,

particularly in economics and at the high school level, is to provide

students with the intellectual tools that will help them understand their

world and become effective, active participants.

Given these overall educational objectives, any curriculum or course

of study must have the following characteristics:

- -It should be founded on a well-articulated, powerful, learnable

content base. It is important to limit content to what is important and

useful, but also to show connections, to help students build a structure

of knowledge that fits together in their own minds.

-It should be composed of activtties that involve active student

participation. Students need practice in using new tools and ideas, and

they need to practice through exercises or activities which they see as

relevant or important.

This introductory section outlines a content base that serves as a

useful framework of ideas, theories, and skills. These basic and funda-

mental components of a knowledge base might be refe-red to as curriculum

organizers. They are central to the curriculum, and they become the

intellectual organizers that students learn to use in order to understand

and deal with the economic aspects of their lives.

Whatis crucial to this approach to teaching is to recognize that

it is better to teach a few powerful things well than to try to cram a

lot of disconnected information into a course and into students' heads.

The first step in curriculum design, then, is to choose the basic content

and skill objectives--the course organizers.

The remainder of this section describes some economic organizers- -

the concepts, strw-cure, models, and methods of analysis--that are useful

for high school t ring. Not everyone would agree with these choices;

because of the cul;nt controversy in the discipline, there are different

1



views about what constitutes an appropriate set of course organizers.

Section 2 deals expressly with this issue by providing short summaries

of the major approaches and rationales for teaching economics, and of

the different schools of economic thought which are vieing for attention.

It is important for-every teacher of economics to choose organizers con-

sistent with his or her view of economics and reasons for' wanting to

teach the subject.

The importance of active student participation nas already been

mentioned. Section 3 describes different approaches to teaching and

highlights the importance of motivating student participation. Section

4 presents a series of teaching strategies that involve students in

active learning. Section 5 offers some guidelines for examining

economics curriculum materials and reviews a number of resources that

might form the basis of an economics teacher's personal library.

Section 6 identifies organizations that offer resources and services for

economic educators, and the final section contains a very selective list

of up-to-date resources in ERIC.

Concepts and Structure

Concepts arc abstractions. They are ideas that are put together-

generalized- -from specific cases. "Nickel," "dime," and "quarter" are

not very useful concepts. "Money" is more useful. "Monetary system" is

even more useful. The point is that a concept idenrifics a series of

attributes which belong together and which have meaningful relationships

to each other.

In science, concepts form the basis for classification. How we

classify things, how'we think about the world, how we see the relation-

ships among concepts--these are the building blocks of knowledge. A

structure shows the relationships of parts to a whole. In science, the

relationships of concepts to each other can be called a structure. For

example, the concepts "production" and "distribution" may be related to

each other in d structure called the "economy." The economy can be

thought of in a structural relationship to the "physical world" and to

the "society." In this section wc discuss two structures. The first is

a structve of economics; the second shows the relationship of the econ-

omy to society and to the physical world.

2
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Economics, as a subject of study, exists because it is necessary

for peopl to allocate resources among competing uses. The study of

economics is not really very mysterioUs. It deals with how people organ-

ize to supply themselves "nth goods and services that will satisfy their

material wants. The structure presented in Figure 1 shows the tradi-

yional way in which mainstream economists look at the discipline of eco-

nomics.

Fi_gure 1

A CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE OF ECONOMICS

RESOURCES WANTS

If resources < wants, scarcity exists

through organization society increases
productivity and manages conflict

Conditions of social constraint

NORMS OF ACTION VALUES and GOALS
Custom Justice Stability

Authority Freedom Progress
Market bargaining Security Efficiency

Determine the characteristics of

the economic system

Eccmomic organizations

MARE ECONOMIC CHOICES
How, what, how much, for whom?

Engage in economic activity

1

Production of output/income

1

Distribution (exchange)

Saving, investment

Accumulation of Wealth

Consumption

Satisfaction/Wants
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This structure can be explained as folloWs:

--Economics is a social science that studies social behavior as the

' 'relationship between ends (wants) and scarce means (resources) which

have alternative uses.

4 - -The fact that human wants are greater at any one time than avail-

able resources creates'a condition of scarcity and the need for people

to manage, the resulting conflict. e

--The cultural and physical environment sets the constraints within

which an economy functions--the norms for decisiOn making (custom, author-

ity, and market bargaining) and the society's values and goals (the rela-

tive importance of justice, freedom, security, stability, progtiess, and

efficiency).

--Studying an economy means studying the society's system of eco-

nomic organizations to determine how effectively these organizations

perform their function in the system (microeconomics) and how effectively

the total economic.system operates to satisfy the people's material wants

(macroeconomics).

--A society's economic institutions are the total group of organiza-

tions which perform economic functions. They make the ..)ur basic alloca-

tion decisions (how, what, how much, and for whom) about the use of

scarce resources end, on the basis of these choices, carry out the pri-

mary economic activities.

--The process of allocating scarce resources involves social rela-

tions between people with differing and competing wants; therefore, the

process involves a normal condition of conflict. Economic organizations

manage conflicts and change over time. In so doing, economic organiza-

tions change to reflect the relative power of the contending-interest

groups.

--Societies make scarce resources more productive through specializa-

tion of production. Nevertheless, there is a limit to the productivity

of e resource, which is expressed in the law of diminishing returns.

--The specialization of production has created the need for special-

ized distribution' and exchange; money facilitates exchange. The depend-

ence of people on money'for purchasing power leads to the creation of

11
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forms of credit, which further facilitates exchange by expanding people's

purchasing power.

--Markets--where sellers compete to satisfy buyers' demands and

where buyers compete for the available supply--develop. Competition

determines prices, helps ration the supply, and induces sellers to react

to buyers' preferences. Market structure--demand and supply conditions--

varies considerably from one market to another, affecting both the nature

of competition and the relative market power of individual buyers and

sellers. In this century the U.S. economy, which is made up of millionc

of business firms, has become increasingly dominated by powerful corpora-

tions with considerable market power.

--Through saving and investment, industrialized societies accumulate

wealth (capital), which increases the productivity of resources and pro-_

motes economic growth. Historically, this growth has brought about qual-

itative changes as well--the development of a balanced industrialized

economy and the economic organizations that carry out economic activity:

businesses, unions, government agencies.

--An economic system changes through a continual process of want-

satisfaction and want-creation.

Mc Economy, the Physical World, and Society: A Dynamic Systems View

In these times we would be remiss if we did not consider the study

of economics in relation to the physical world and the society as well

as the study of economies as dynamic interdependent systems. Daily we

are confronted with issues and problems that require us to build intel-

lectual bridges between a subject we are studying (in this case, econom-

ics) and other areas of knowledge. Furthermore, we must study the U.S.

economy as part of the world economy. Figure 2 presents a model of the

interactions between the physical world, society, and the economy. This

model illustrates the effects of change for any ore economic system

(e.g., the United States) seen as isolated iron other economies (a gross

oversimplification) and for the world economy.

5
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Figure 2

A MODEL OF THE INTERACTIONS BETWEEN

THE PHYSICAL WORLD, SOCIETY, AND THE ECGNOMY
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In studying economics, one looks at those aspects of social organi-

zation involved in managing scarcity. Although economic affairs cannot

be separated from political, religious, or cultural activity, certain

furctions are separated out and identified as "economic" activity for

the purpose of analysis. Figure 2 illustrates one way of looking at the

interactions between the physical world, the society, and the economy.

The circles are the same size because they all represent different ways

of looking at the same thing.

Economic activity affects and is affected by the social structure

and a culture of a group of people--by society. People's wants are

related to the priorities and meaning they attach to six basic economic

values: freedom, justice, progress, stability, security, and effi-

ciency. Wants are also related to people's knowledge and beliefs about

the relationships between human beings and nature. The norms for deci-

sion making are standards of behavior for organizing economic activity

and making decisions. They are a unique mixture of custom, authority,

and market bargaining, both affecting and affected by economic activity.

These values and norms determine the individual's economic roles and

functions in society.

The physical world, the natural and human -made environment,

provides the resources to satisfy people's wants. Ti also sets physical

limits to people's ability to satisfy their wants.

The economy, which is a system of economic relationships between

pe ple and organizations, allocates resources and organizes the activ-

ities. which transform these resources into want-satisfying goods and

services.

Figure Z is a aynamic system:, model. The arrows show that change

in any one of the subsystems affects the other two. An economy draws

resources from the physical world. Social needs are satisfied partly on

the basis of social direction (goals) and norms for decision making.

The model shows that the process of economic growth is three-pronged:

it involves (1) changes in the resource base, (2) changes in goals, val-

ue::, and norms for decision making, and (3) changes in the structure and

performance of the economy. This model suggests that growth--quantitative
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change in productivity--also means development, a qualitative change in

the environment, values, institutions, and way of life of a people. Not

all social change brings about growth and development. Given world inter-

dependence, growth and development in one economy implies change but not

necessarily concomitant growth and development in other economies. Fin-

ally, the model introduces the potential for either development or

decline in an economy.

Models

Models play an important part in our lives. We are continually

confronted with diagrams, maps, tables, graphs, work descriptions, sets

of equations -all models. Models are abstractions of reality. What is

real is abstracted into a world of mental pictures, symbols, or words.

Three kinds of models are often used to teach economics. First are

models of explanation. A model of explanation shows connections or

explains or teaches complicated ideas through simplified representations

of basic relationships. A second kind of model is one of prediction.

Models of prediction are based on observatiorr o; the real world. Data

are collected, processed, and turned into a predictive model. The more

accu.atc a predictive model, the more valid it is, no matter how unreal

the model may seem. A third kind of model is one that describes an

ideal. This kind of model represents what we think of as the perfect

form of a system or condition. We all dream, and economists are no dif-

ferent.

Explanatory Models

The Want - Satisfaction Chain. A useful model of explanation is the

want-satisfaction chain (see Figure 3), which explains how wants are

satisfied. People satisfy their warts by using resources--land, lir,

water, minerals, plants, animals, their own talent and labor. Resource=

in their natural state usually cannot satisfy, or even adequately serve,

modern people. They must be processed and often markedly changed before

they can be used.

Resources are the inputs of a production process that transforms

them into goods and. services, or outputs. These outputs - -food, clothing,

8 15



Figure 3

WANT-SATTSFACTION CHAIN

Satisfaction

and equipmentsatisfy people's wants. Once produced, however, an out-

put may not yet be ready for consumption; it must first be transported

from the farm or factory to stores or made available in other ways to

the consumer who will finally use it.

Production and distribution in advanced economies involve many oper-

ations that require time and resources. Although the actual operations

may be quite elaborate, the basic process of obtaining things that people

w:..nt requires a series of activities known as the want-satisfaction

chain, which works in the following way:

- -Inputs are the natural and manufactured resources used to produde

the things that people want. Inputs are put into a production process.

For example, toast eaten at breakfast has undergone a lengthy process

before it ends up on the kitchen table. It began as wheat, the basic

input in the production process of breadmaking.

- -Production is the process of transforming inputs into outputs.

Wheat is milled into flour; yeast, water, and other ingredients are

IC



added; the dough is cut into loaves, baked into bread, sliced, and

wrapped.

- -Outputs are made available to consumers through a series of dis-

tribution activities. The distribution process includes transporting

and storing outputs as well as making them available at retail stores.

Loaves of bread are shipped to the supermarket, where they are stored

and sold to buyers.

- -People consume, or use, outputs. In this case someone eats toast

for breakfast, thereby c,;-hsuming the bread. Consumption is the process

of using goods or services to satisfy human wants. Bread is an output

that is literally consumed, or eaten. In this case, hunger is temporar-

ily satisfied. Other outputs, such as automobiles, are "consumed" by

wearing them out.

The boxes in the model in Figure 3 represent the resources and prod-

ucts that satisfy wants. The diamonds represent the economic activities

in which people engage in order to achieve satisfaction.

The want-satisfaction model is oversimplified. For example, it

suggests that all wants a-re temporarily satisfied--and we know that this

is not true. however, Figure 3 shows one important aspect of economic

life: the function of the economy as an input/output system. If society

is to continue it must reproduce itself continually--replace labor,

machines, and management; sustain the existing work force and technology.

In order to grow, however, a society must produce a surplus beyond what

is necessary for present consumption in order to ensure reproduction of

the system.

The Circular-Flow Model. A more traditional explanatory model is

the circular-flow model of a market economy (see Figure 4). This model

expands on the want-satisfaction, input/output view to illustrate the

flows of money and of real inputs and outputs generated by a market

economy and to give a better indication of the systematic nature of

economic activity.

It is useful to think of an economy as a system--an orderly

arrangement of parts into a whole which performs a given function. An

automobile is a system made up of subsystems--for e.cample, the

transmission, ignition, and fuel systems. When put together properly,

the subsystems collectively provide transportation. A nation's economy



Figure 4

CIRCULAR FLOW OF A MONEY-EXCHANGE ECONOMIC SYSTEM
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is a system mde up of subsystems: businesses, families, govefnmelf

agencies, labor unions. Through these interrelated organizations acrd

people, a society carries out the basic economic decisions and activ-

ities which satisfy the wants of its-people. The performance of the

subsystems, the nation's economic organizations, affects the performance

of the economy. When subsystems change, the whole system changes.

The circular-flow diagram depicts a money-exchange economy as a

system. It expands on the want-satisfaction chain to show interrela-

tionships between parts of the economy. The subsystems--families and

businesses--are bound together by exchanges of money for goods and ser-

vices. Families own the inputs used in production, and they consume the

output of production in order to continue providing future inputs. Busi-

ness firms use the inputs to produce what they sell to families.

This simple model shows the following important, features of a money-

exchange economy:

--Output is produced by specialized businesses, so that money

exchange is necessary to satisfy family wants.



--The two major groups of economic organizations--firms and

families--are interdependent.

--Income and output, demand and supply, are interdependent; thus,

change in demand necessarily means change in supply, and vice versa.

--The economy is a dynamic ystem, constantly in motion and gener-

ating a continual flow of exchanges of money for goods and services and

of output produced and consumed. The circular -flow model shows the con-

ditions necessary to maintain a steady state--in other words, to perpet-

uate the system. Everything produced must continue to be consumed at

the same race over time. Growth can occur only as the result of an injec-

tion of new resources--a speedup in the system.

Predictive Models

One type of model that secondary-school teachers and students can

use to help learn about prediction is called a cybernetic system. The

science of cybernetics examines how some systems generate information

for use in monitoring system activity to assure that the system maintains

a certain standard of performance or attains a desired goal. A cyber-

netic system is a system that contains built-in self-correction mechan-

isms. Such asystem has four necessary components: (1) a measurable

standard of performance or goal to be achieved, (2) d process or opera-

tion by which the standard can be reached, (3) a means of measuring

whether the standard has been reached, and (4) a feedback loop that pro-

vides information so that the process can be adjusted. All tour compo-

nents must bsy present for the system to be cybernetic. Once we have

identified a measurable goal (fo example, to reduce unemployment to 3

percent of the labor force), a process by which we can reach the goal

(for example, to increase investment tax credits), a means of evaluating

performance (for example, measurini'unemployment and levels of invest-

ment),'and a feedback mechanism that corrects for any error in the process,

the system is self-correcting and it is possible to predict whether the

goal has been reached. Figure 5 illustrates a cybernetic system.

Ideal Models

Heal models describe idealized or perfect situations. The chemist

imagines the perfect vacuum; the physicist assumes a frictionless plane;

the economist constructs a model of perfect competition. All these

19
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Standard
(goal)

Figure 5

A CYBERNETIC SYSTEM

To reduce unemployment
to 3% of labor force

1
Process Increase investment tax

> credits for business

Measurement

Feedback loop

Observe unemployment level
Measure investment levels

1

3%

unemployment

<--

Yes

models are capable of existing only as mental concepts--that is, they

are imaginary. Such models are important, however, because they

describe views of perfection. They are useful because simulations of

perfect conditions permit scientists to construct mathematical models

and then to use thc,..: models to make predictions.

A perfectly competitive market model for the economist is akin to

the chemist's vacuum or the physicist's frictionless plane. The model

is constructed and studied, in lieu of laboratory experiments, in order

to learn about market operation abstracted from the imperfections of the

real world. In facto, a perfectly competitive market has never existed

and is not likely to exist in the real world.'

A perfectly competitive market model simplifies (abstracts from)

the complexities of real life by making assumptions about market condi-

tions and participants. It describes how markets would work under ideal

crnditions of periect competition. There are no exceptions. Everything

works as assumed. All decisions are made by model persons--rational

economic individuals, each of whom starts out with adequate endowments

20
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of property and personal ectrAntes. These perfect persons have perfect

knowledge and always make choices which yield the maximum economic bene-

fits. The model world is made up entirely of such individuals, each of

whom acts in his or her own individual best interests.

Furthermore, the markets themselves are perfectly competitive.

There are so man) buyers and sellers that nu single individual or group

can influence market price; every buyer and seller is a "price taker."

All sellers offer an identical product. Buyers and sellers can move in

and out of the market freely; there is no obstacle to starting up or

ending a business. Given these initial assumptions, the model can be

analyzed in order to predict behavior--prices and amounts bought and

sold. More important, one canepredict long-run performcInce--the effects

of perfect competition on resource allocation and want satisfaction.

The model proves that (I) market competition eliminates all but normal

profit (just enough profit to,keep firms interested in producing) and

rorces producers to choose the lowest-cost method of production;

(2) firms respond to changing demand conditions, moving into

more - profitable markets out of less-profitable ones in pursuit of

profits, so that resource use adjusts automatically to changing demand;

(3) the only ways to realize extraordinary profits are through

innovation and cost cutting; thus, there is continual competitive

pressure to innovate; (4) workers earn what they contribute to

production on the basis of their individual choices about how much they

want to work and how much education they are willing to obtain. In

short, in this ideal ewAronment, perfect competition between small

producers creates a just society, efficiently solves the problem of want

satisfaction, and continually recreates the competitive environment that

induces businesses to innovate and cut costs.

Ideal models have an important scientific use. Traditionally, they

have been used i" economics to justify laissez-faire or "free-market"

economic policy--minimum government interference in business decision

making.

Ideal models are important scientific tools in economics, where

experiments are not possible. One can use them to explore why real mar-

kets do not work so efficiently and perfectly, to better understand

imperfect competition (real-world competition) and the effects in market

operation of market power. Comparing the ideal (perfect) and actual
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market supply-and-demand conditions in a given industry enables

researchers to identity the causes of poor market performance. On the

basis of that knowledge, they can suggest public-policy alternatives for

changing market structure and thereby promoting more efficiency or

equity.

This view of markets implies that in reality they don't always oper-

ate efficiently and that public intervention is necessary to reduce the

market power of some sellers or buyers or to promote the public welfare.

Perfect competition is seen as an ideal wnich is rarely achieved, though,

much sought after. In the real world, imperfect competition related to

concentration of power inhibits the proper operation of markets, encour-

aging. further increases in market power and thereby Justifying govern-

ment interference to promote competition, to control monopoly power, or

to prohibit monopoly practices.

As noted earlier, tnere is another traditional use for the perfectly

competitive model. In this view, the theory of perfect competition is

considered a reasonably realistic description 01 how a ma..Ket scone's/

actually works. The theory, in this view, demonstrates the "magic" of

the market--the "miracle" of impersonal market forces that operate to

create freedom and efficiency in the absence of centralized ccercion.

To free-marketeers, the theory "proves" that market forces will create a

wonderful world of goods for all the deserving. ibis model is used to

justify aed, promote a "free-market economy"--free from meddling by govern-

ment and powerful labor unions. In this context, free (perfect) competi-

tion and free markets or free enterprise are phrases that are .sometimes

used interchangeably in the sense that the' results of perfect

competition -- efficiency, growth, and freedomare thought to be the result

of a tree- market economy. (Note the absence of economic security and

economic justice from this list of performance characteristics.)

It is important for teachers to be attuneu to such rhetoric. Advo-

cates of free markets want to eliminate government interyention in the

affairs of business, and they use the model of perfect competition as

justification. However. they seldom, actually advocate perfect

competition--a world of small businesses, each with zero market power.

In fact, free-market advocates often represent big business, and they

contend that bigness itself is not evil. They claim that powerful,

meddling government is the source of our economic problems, along with
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powerful unions. They contend that there is enough competition in the

world at large so that the model of perfect competition does describe

economic reality, even though the world economy has become increasingly

dominated b, powerful corporations. Such corporations must be big enough

to compete in the world mdrkets, yet they use an economic model which

depends on the assumption of competition between small, powerless buyers

end sellers to justify hands-off government policy towards business.

Ironically, such policies have the effect of benefiting big business at

the expense of small business during periods of economic instability,

for it is those with market power and adequate financial resources who

are most able to compete successfully and grow in the ieal world.

Methods of Analysis, Evaluation, and Synthesis

We have now discussed two kinds of organizers--discipline structures

and models that can be used to explain, predict, and describe the ideal.

Methods of analysis constitute a third group of organizers in teaching

economics. These methods are simply ways of approaching a problem.

Students who learn to use various methods of analysis can become more

effective problem solvers. In the remainder of this section, each method

is briefly discussed. Section 3 describes several generic teaching stra-

tegies which can help students learn to use these methods and which

create a positive classroom climate for learning economics.

Model Building and SpAems Andlysis

Students should be encouraged to think of economic organizations

and the economy as a whole as systems--orderly arrangements of parts

into wholes designed to perform certain functions. The various

components of the economy--businesses, families, government agencies,

etc.--are themsii.;fves ,subsystems of the larger system. Students should

have theopport:nity to construct models of the subsystemp-(microeconomic

models) or of the total system (macroeconomic models) as means of study-

ing the relationships between the structure of the system and its

performance--that is, its effectiveness in carrying out its function.

This process is called systems analysis. Students should be encouraged
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to elaborate on the diagrams presented earlier in this section in order

to create more "realistic" models.

Cybernetics

Cybernetics, a related and powerful systems concept, is also used

to study an economy and its subsystems. As noted earlier, a cybernetic

system has e self-regulating feedback rechaniSm which measures perform-

ance against a given standard. Students can first construct cybernetic

models of simple systems and then proceed to more-complicated systems

ranging from the cdjustment process of a market or economy to changes in

demand and supply conditions. In studying the actual operation and ter -

formance of an economy, students should look for evidence of effective

forms of automatic internal correction designed to achieve socially bene-

ficial ends. After doing so, they will be better able to deal with policy

controversies in which the issue is the extent to which a given policy

guarantees that a system will operate in the public interest.

Analysis of Controversies

Decisions about personal and public conflicts require students to

evaluate polemics and to make value judgments. Consequently, they must

learn how to extend rational thinking to this area of decision making,

Using a model of conflict analysis helps students learn to clarify the

nature of a controversy by identifying the points of dispute. These

points car be classified according to four categories: (I) fact, (2)

definition, (3) interpretation (prediction), and (4) values. Students

can then apply what they know about economic analysis to reach' agreement
, *

on those aspects of the controversy which are amenable to scientific or

logical analysis. This process paves the way fora final discussion of

the value issues involved and eventually leads to a decision. (See pp.

63-66 for description of a teaching strategy for values.)

Decision Making

Making economic.declsions requires making choices abcut the use of

scarce resources. basic to'econordic, decision making is the recognition

that one cannot have everything one wants and that there are alternative

,ses for the resources at ore's disposal. The objective is to make an

optimal choiceto choose that alternative use of resources which gives

the greatest payoff.
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Comparing the different uses of scarce resources in order to cioose

the alternative with the highest payoff is basic to wise decision

making. This process involves three steps: '1) identifying all

practical alternatives or opportunities, (2) comparing the costs and

benefits of each alternative--by making dollar estimates of both costs

and b:_oefits, where possible, and (3) considering both long-run and

short-run costs and benefits of each alternative. The final step is to

choose the alternative (opportunity) with the highest payoft. This is

accomplished by shifting around the uses of resources until it can be

shown that, given existing conditions, it is impossible to increase

one's payoff by choosing any other alternative. In economics textbooks

this process is often described in terms 01 calculating opportunity

costs.

The final step indicates that this decision-making procedure invrr-

iably requir ne to calculate trade-offs of costs and benefits at the

margin. As long as the marginal benefit is greater than the marginal

cost, it is economic to choose in favor 01 the expenditure of resources;

when benefits are less than costs, it is economic to reject the expendi-

ture.

Exactly the same decision- making processes are involved in public

policy decisions. These may involve obvious economic allocation deci-

sions (whether to raiser the tax rate or how to spend expected tax reve-

nues) or less-obvious economic choices (changes in the public regulation

of business or public intervention to protect the rights of minorities).

All these cases require the consideration of alternative uses for scarce

resources and the marginal costs and benefits for each alternative.

Public decisions made by citizens arc the most complex because public

projects otten impose cusp on some groups and benefits on others.

Comparing Economic Systems

Studying an economy involves analyzing its economic organizations,

its economic goals, how anu for whom the major economic decisions are

made,and how the economy changes over time. Such a study also involves

evaluationassessing hew well the economy iunctions to achieve the

society's economic goals and how it adapts and develops over time in

response to human, wants. One way of understanding how an economic
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system works is to compare it with another system. Such comparisons can

often be made by building a descriptive model of each system (or some

part of each system) and then comparing the models. Generally, this

process makes the similarities anti differences immediately apparent.
/

//Figure 2 (on page 6) offers a useful model for describing and com-

paring economics. The categories in the "Economy" circle describe the

basic parts of the economic organization of a society: the kinds of

specialization, excnange, and economic organization; the kinds and

amount of investment; the amount of wealth; the changes in inputs; and

the ways the output is distributed. These data describe the structure

and performance of the economy.

The "Physical World" and "Society" circles suggest some factors

that explain the particular structure and performance of the economy.

The physical world sets limits on economic growth and on the potential

types of specialized production. The values, beliefs, and norms for

decision making help determine the unique forms of economic organization

and the goals of the society.

Using this model to compare economic systems involves identifying

similarities and differences in economic organization and performance.

Students use economic values--freedom, growth, security, stability,

justice, and efficiency--as criteria to evaluate the economies. Which

economy is more fully developed? Which society is richer? Which

society most-equitably distributes its output? In which society are the

people more economically secure?
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2.. APPROACHES MID RATIONALE.1 FOR. TEACHING ECONOMICS

Most Of of ap through. life without asking difficult "why" questions.

On a personal level, we don't ask why we take shower in the morning or

why we take

tart except

often aon't

out fhe garbage. These activities Rey not seem very impor-

to foster personal cleanliness: In terns of,curriculum, we

ask why children study families in the first grade, commun-

ities in the third, or U.S. history in the eighth. If we did ask our-

selves "why" we teach what we do, we might se hard pressed to answer

iebnvincingly. We probably have not considered our rationalethe under-

lying justification for choosing what and how we teach,

The Nature of a Rationale

A curriculum rationale states and justifies the basic-educational

goals that underlie the educational program. The justifications are

based on philosophic position--the fundamental values and beliefs

embodied in one's philosophy of education. The rationale relates a phi-
,

losophy of education to the goals of the specific course of study under

consideration. Why teach economics? What purpose does 9te couisc serve

for stuaents, the community, and the society a. large? Why is it neces-

sary to teach economics, to take space for this subject in an already

crowded curriculum?

At this time in U.S. society, it is particularly important to think

through a rationale_for teaching economics. Schools are under increasing

pressuie from different groups to "educate" students about the particular

economic matters that these groups think are important. At the same

time, we have been experiencing a decade of troubling economic perfor-

mance in our society. Unemployment and inflation, increasing inequality

of income, stagnant investment, world competition--all these problems

are plaguing the U.S. economy. In addition, we are increasingly con-

cerned about woris, economic instability, while at home the various

attempts to provide convincing explanations of our economic problems and

to find policy solutions,to them have created considerable turmoil in

the economics discipline. Some say the: we are witnessing the breakdown
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of the mainstream paradigm, the accepted scientific approach. Certainly,

economists to both left and right of Paul Samuelson are moving from

criticism to alternative approaches. We may be witnessing what Thomas

Kuhn calls a scientific revolution--rejection of the usual way of viewing

the economy and studying it scientifically, and experimel,tation with

alternatives. James Tobin, the 1981 Nobel laureate in economics, has

pointed. to the emergence of "Reaganomics," a conservative counterrevolu-

tion against the Keynesian revolution that changed the complexion of

liberal politics 40 years ago.

Many-s,chool distracts have established rationales for social studies

and perhaps specified approaches to teaching economics. Even

so, most teachers have some degree of freedom of action. Certainly it

is important for teachers to be aware of their personal reactions to

such a rationale--the extent to which they can go along with it, where

they disagree, and how they can adapt themselves or the curriculum so as

to resolve areas of disagreement. If there are no restrictions on

teachers' options in selecting texts or other teaching materials, they

need to carefully assess whether the resources they plan to use are

congruent with their personal preferences and instructional goals.

Five Approaches to T-Aching_Economics

There are a variety of approaches to teaching precollege economics.

In our analysis of the field, five stand out as predominant: (1) the

economics of free enterprise, (2) personal or consumer economics, (3)

global education, (4) economics for citizen education, and (5) economics

for the sake of learning the discipline. Each has its particular

rationale based on a particular philosophical view of humanity and

society. On the following pages, we present a brief rationale for each

approach, distilled from a variety of statements taken from curriculum

materials designed around the given approach. Although these rationale

statements are of necessity somewhat oversimplified, they should be

useful in helping teachers think through their own rationales for

teaching economics and-choose curriculum materials.
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A Rationale for Free-Enterprise Education,

The founding Lathers of the United States were truly visionaries.

They sought to create a new country where individual freedoms were cher-

ished, respected, and upheld; where there was a separation ot urch and

state; and where there was very limited government intervention in the

economic lives of citizens. The founding fathers created a legacy that

needs to be understood and believed by 20th-century Aniericans.

We have a democratic form of government and a free-enterprise eco-

nomic system. The combination of free enterprise and democracy has

enabled our country to become one of the economic leaders of the world.

Moreover, our citizens realize one of the highest standards of living of

any group of people in the world. Educators, business leaders, and legis-

lators are in agreement that good citizenship education requires an under

standing and appreciation of our political and economic systems.

From time to time there have been threats that communism would bury

us. More serious is the continuing threat of creeping socialism, or

"welfarism," and increasing government intervention. Our democratic

form of government and our free economy have thus far withstood attacks

from both outside and inside. If we are.to safeguard our freedoms, it

is imperative that we, as citizens, understand our political and economic

'heritage in order to carry out our responsibilities in preserving the

freedoms guaranteed by our Constitution.

Free enterprise is an integral part ot the fabric of American civili-

zation. It is rooted in American experience. Its basic foundations are

grounded in the common soil of the Americar. way of life--personal integ-

rity, private initiative, and public responsibility.

Students need to strengthen their understanding ot the free-

enterprise system. Since they will be participants, both active and

passive, in the American political and economic systems, it is essential

that they have knowledge, skills, and attitudes which will enable them

to contribute to the continuing development and maintenance of the Amer-

ican free-enterprise system.

'A Rationale for Consumer or Personal Economics

The basic institutional organization of the 'production, distribu-

tion, and consumption of goods and services in the United States is
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through the market system. Markets differ in the extent to which compe-

tition of monopoly prevails and in the degree of information, mobility,

and freedom which individuals have in the marketplace. Depending on the

political forces at work, markets are sometimes modified by regulacion.

In addition, local, state, and federal laws have been enacted to provide

protection for and information to consumers and to protect workers and

the public from such social costs of market operation asIpollution and

environmental damage.

In a market system the consumer is the basic aecision maker, deter-

mining what firms survive and thrive through decisions to spend or not

to spend income. Taken as a whole, the more than 60 million consumer

units (individuals and families) in the United States constitute a poten-

tially powerful force in determining what is produced in a market-

oriented economy.

Economic lite can and should be anal/zed from the perspective of

the inuividual. High school students, especially, need to consider per-

sonal or consumer economics, particularly since they are likely to be

personally interested in the subject. Many earn and spend their own

money. Thus, they are likely to be interested in many of the topics

treated in a consumer or personal economics course. They need to know

how to make intelligent consumer decisions as adults.

On a broader, more-encompassing level, everyone needs to be con-

cerned about personal economic issues. As consumers, we all make deci-

sions about what to buy, how much to buy, whether to borrow, whether to

save, whether to invest. As participants in our economic system, 're

all need to make hundreds of personal economic decisions throughout our

lifetimes.

A Rationale for Economics From a Clobal Perspective

Television,' travel, and newspaper headlines provide millions of

Americans with a constant flew of information that 30 years ago would

have been unimaginable. Subarus, Toyotas, Sonys, Ataris, bauxite, ba-

nanas, coffee- -these and other products and resources remind us that,

even at the local 10,e1, we are closely linked with the rest of the

world. Jet airplane' routes, oil pipelines, giant ships, instantaneous

global comiunication.o-such networks have all but eliminated any possibil-



ity for isolation from the rest of the world. The death of a leader in

the Middle East becomes grave cause for concern--not only about peace,

but also 'put the worldwide flow of oil resources.

Inti .ependence and rard change are now facts of life. The emerg-

ing complex global society will require a high level of competence if we

are to deal with changing situations. In terms of economics, we must

develop an increasing awareness that the U.S. economy is part of the

world economy. We need to recognize that competitive forces operate on

an international basis, that resources, especially nonrenewable resources,

are distributed throughout the world, and that economic policy decisions----

(for example, the decrease in the money supply) in one country will have

a serious impact on other countries. St.ydents of today will need to

develop a pluralistic outlook, competence in dealing with diversity, and

the ability to analyze economic events from a global perspective.

In American society we have thought it noble to respect diversity.

Unfortunately, American schools have not always been guided by this

belief. Much attention has been focused on the "American way." Given a

global society, the teaching of a single set of values can be imprison-

ing. Diversity, adaptation, understanding, coping, compromise,

peacemaking--these will be important characteristics for'students in a

global age.

Studying economics from a global perspective demands a reconsidera-

tion ot the concept of community. Students need to have an awareness of

a global human community, with its diverse resources, ways of doing

things, and ways of exchanging. Students need to recognize that they

are all members of a human community. They need to be aware of the tra-

ditions, heroes, and critical events in human history and to develop

ethical concerns for all others. Students must recognize there are other

"ways of knowing" and that they need to recognize what and how others

know what they believe to be true.

A Rationale for Economics as Citizen Education

A basic concern of citizenship education is the training of students

in the knowledge, skills, and attitudes prerequisite for active and effec-

tive participation in civic life in a democratic society. Mature, compe-

tent citizens can both advocate and carry out appropriate political

actions for the common good. Society is becoming increasingly complex.



This complexity means that citizens face increasingly. complex responsi-

hilit ..es. One vital aspect of citizenship education is economic educa-

tion.

Good citizens should be able to think clearly about economic ques-

tions. This ability requires some minimum economic literacy--knowledge

about how our economy works and how well it performs. A knowledge of

economics is important if we are to meet our responsibilities as partici-

pants in the complex system of enterprise. All persons have to make

decisions on a wide variety of economic problems of local, state,

national, and international significance and then express their views in

the voting booth or participate directly in political life. These prob-

lems range from school bond issues to foreign economic policy. Some

knowledge of economics is essential if such decisions are to be made

intelligently.

The study of economics involves learning economic reasoning--the

replacement of emotional, unreasoned judgment with objective, rational

analySis. It also involves critical thinking in evaluating controversial

Issues. Economics is concerned with all of society and with the activ-

ities of the various groups and institutions it subsumes--consumers,

business persons, and workers of different ethnic and racial groups.

Economics is concerned with individual markets for products as well as

with the aggregate of all markets--that is, the economy as a whole. --

Economics is concerned with the overall functioning of the economy, how

fast it is growing, and how vulnerable it is to inflation or depression.

Economic understanding does not mean simply memorizing facts. It

is a certain way of thinking about problems which usually involves making

rational choices. This is not to say that students should not make value

judgments; all of us do. However, students need to be able to use the

powerful tools of theory and analysis, in the service of societal goals,

in order to be prepared for active participation as citizens.

A Rationale for Economics as a Discipline

Economics is one of the oldest of the social science disciplines.

As a matter of fact, economics has often been called the "queen" of the

social sciences. As such, economics has a well-defined structure and

established methods of analysis. It is vital that students learn this
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structure and the accompanying analytical methods.

It s!.ouId be recognized that economic topics can be taught in vari-

ous subject areas in the curriculum, especially in history, geography,

and civics. The overall purpose of social studies programs is to develop

desirable sociocivic behavior in students. What is missing in most such

curricula is rigorous training in scholarship. There are few .pportun-

ities at the precollege level for students to experience the rig3r needed

for further_ academic pursuits. Watering down the discipline of economics

so that it can be taught in social studies classes misses an important

goal--that of developing in students the ability to think in abstractions

and to experience the joy of learning.

The discipline of economics includes some very powerful ideas that

must be learned in a rigorous way. Among these are demand-and-supply

analysis, the law of diminishing marginal returns, aggregate demand-and-

supply analysis, cost analysis, comparative advantage, and general equi-

librium analysis. Overarching the study of economics is marginal

analysis--the study of rates of change. Through studying these and

other powerful ideas and methods of analysis, students will seduce prin-

ciples that are useful for offering explanations of real-world events or

for making predictions of economic behavior.

Combined Rationales

It is possible to combine two or more of these five rationales in

designing an economics course or choosing curriculum materials. A free-

enterprise rationale might logically be combined with a personal or con-

sumer- economics rationale, although it would be inconsistent to integrate

a free-enterprise rationale with any of the others. Personal economics

is often combined seth a citizenship rationale. Similarly, a global

education or discipline-centered rationale fits with a citizenship-

education rationale, although a personal economics rationale could not

easily be combined with a discipline-centered rationale. One of the

major problems in choosing materials is that promotional literature

tends to describe materials in glowing terms which reflect a variety of

rationale positions. We suggest that teachers be wary of materials that

offer, or purport to offer, all things to all students. The following

questions are useful in assessing the basic approach of -an economics

text:
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--How does the author view the economy, how it operates, how well
.

it operates? What problems are identified, and what solutions are

implied?

- -%hat is the perceived role of the individual in society? What

are the roles of individuals in regard to the economy?

- -What is the author's view of knowledge and how it is acquired?

How is knowledge generated, and what is the importance of knowledge in

bringing about change? 41

--What is the author's view cf social and economic change--the

degree of stability versus change in the social system? What causes

change? Is change presented as good or bad? Can people solve social

problems over time?

- -Why should students study economics? Why is it important?

- -What economics should be studied?

Economics: Ferment in the Discipline

The discipline of economics is currently undergoing serious self-

examination. Not since John Maynard Keynes wrote The General Theory of

Employment, Interest, and Money in 1936 has there been such a serious

reconsideration of economic theory and policy. In this section we dis-

cuss four differei:t theoretical approaches to economics. Our purpose is

to help teachers understand the nature of the controversy and to provide

information that may enable them to make better economics curriculum

decisions.

The current disagreements are mainly over that aspect of the disci-

pline which is most directly related.oto public policy: macroeconomics,

the theory of the operation of the economy as a whole. This theory

explains the causes of economic growth, inflation, unemployment, and

business cycles, and it is used to predict changes in overall economic

conditions. Government officials then derive appropriate policies
A

designed to promote general growth and prosperity so that businesses can

predict the future of their own activities and make long-range invest-

ment and production plans with some degree of confidence. The main pur-

pose of theory and research is the formation of policies that make the

economy work better. because economics is mainly a policy science, the

validity of its macro theory is based mainly on the success of its eco-
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nomic policies; if they don't work, the theory comes under question.*

The "Keynesian" economic policies developed during the New Deal led

to the establishment of a network of highly successful social programs.

The management of aggregate demand through the use of monetary and fiscal

policies promoted economic growth and stability and, in the private sec-

tor, a kind of accord between labor unions and management which resulted

in industrial peace and rising real wages. By the 1970s, when the

postwar boom had subsided, Keynesian policies were proving to be less

and less successful in promoting growth and stability. The U.S. economy

was becoming more vulnerable to world competition; changes in business

conditions in one country quickly spread to other economies; the world

economy became more susceptible to shocks, as evidenced by the dramatic

rise in oil prices in 1974. Economic policy has had to cope with a new

phenomenon: "stagflation"--sluggish growth and unemployment accompanied

by rising prices. During the last decade the major concern of public

policymakers has moved from maintaining full employment to containing

inflation, even at the cost of high rates of unemployment.

The failure of "Keynesian" economics stimulated challenges to the

mainstream theoretical foundations from both the right and the left.

Conservative critics of liberal social welfare programs and government

intervention in economic affairs reflected the general disaffection of

the U.S. public. 'Supply-side economics--a new version of the old ortho-

dox theory which had been the vogue before the New Deal--increasingly

gained respectability in the economic profession and became the theoreti-

cal basis for tee conservative policies of the Reagan administration.

*The other part of economics, microeconomics, describes and pre-
dicts the results of competition in particular markets. This theory is
basqd on marginal analysis, or the theory of choice, which has useful
applications as a decision-making tool in figuring out how to make opti-
mal choices. Microeconomics, and particularly the trade-off decision-
making skills derived from varginal analysis, are very important in pro-
moting capitalist values and goals, the^socialization functions of eco-
nomics education. This theory describes how the market system works
under ideal conditions and'how individuals can best work the system for
private gain. It is useful in training students to accept the material-
ist incentives/rewards for success and to make the most of any given
situation. More generally, microeconomics also is a policymaking tool
for rational decision making in the public arena. Given the need to
make choices in a scarcity environment, marginal, or trade-off, analysis
helps the decision maker arrive at a more-rational choice.
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"Keynesian" policies have also been challenged from the lett.- Some_

liberalsinstitutionalists and post-Keynesians--reject the mainstream

analysisoof both microeconomics and macroeconomics on the basis that

they are unrealistic, inadequate representations of the modern indUs-

trial market economies. These economists call for a fundamental redi-

recting of priorities and for more government planning. Further to the

leftso far out in left field that their position probably is irrelevant

to most public school curriculaMarxist economists, who have gained in

both numbers and stature, are actively critiquing Marxist dogma and devel-

oping a highly informative theory of monopoly capitalism.

These differences in perspective, and therefore in policy prescrip-

tion, reflect different views of the nature of our economic system and

of approaches to scientific work in economics. Thomas Kuhn, in The

Structure of Scientific Revolutions, refers to these different approaches

to scientific woik in a given field as competing paradigms. In eco-

nomics, these different paradigms have coexisted for a long time. At

the end of the 19th century the neoclassical paradigm, emphasizing micro-

economics and based on marginal analysis, displaced the classical eco-

nomics of Adam Smith and David Ricardo, which had sought to explain

income distribution between different economic classes and the source'of

growth in the early stages of capitalism. By the end of the 19th centuf)

capitalism was in full bloom, and neoclassical analysis emphasized the

efficiency )f business decision making and the decentralized coordination

provided by market operation. This theory celebrated the advantages of

the market economy and implicitly presumed that we had reached or were

about to reach the ultimate form of economic organization. Mainly

because of the inability of the neoclassical paradigm to explain and

cope with the Great Depression of the 1,930s, its laissez-faire political

philosophy gave way to the Keynesian revolution and what became, under

the leadership of Paul Samuelson, the neoclassical/Keynesian synthesis.

Today these policies are found wanting, giving rise to a search for a

different and more-comprehensive way to view the economy.

Kuhn describes scientific progress over time in terns of periods of

normal science, followed by scientific revolution. The most common condi-

tion is normal science, during which a particular paradigm rules the

discipline. Textbooks are written to introduce students to the discipline,
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and young scientists learn how to do good science in traditional ways.

Gradually, empirical data build up which cannot be explained by the

theory. As these anomalies become more and more troublesome, some scien-

-tists__begin to look for a new theoretical base that can explain them.

In economics we seem to be experiencing just such a tine; thus, it is

important to know the alternatives well as to accept the reality of

the current state of economics--that controversy exists, and that dis-

agreement over viewpoints will undoubtedly lead to a more-complete, but

still incomplete, understanding of hos4 the economy works. This is the

way scientific progress occurs.

Each of the four different paradigms outlined beloi4 seeks to explain

the operation of the U.S. economic system--called "free market" by the

supply-siders, "mixed economy" by the Keynesian/neoclassicals, "indus-

trial economy" by the institutionalists, and "capitalism" by the

Marxists. Each term is based on a particular set of beliefs and assump-

tions and ways of thinking about economics. Each implies a political

orientation and formulates a set of public policies designed to improve

the functioning of the economy.

The Neoclassical Paradigm

This paradigm provides the theoretical justification for the free-
__

market or free-enterprise economy and therefore for a_public policy of

minimal government interference in the economy.

In the neoclassical paradigm, economics is the study of the alloca-

tion of scarce resources (or means) among competing human wants (or

ends). Economics studies decision making in a market economy. The

approach taken is basically microecomomic. The theory is built up from

the decision making of the rational economic actor -- whether buyer,

seller, worker, employer, or government bureaucrat. Market demand and

supply curves are derived from combining the demand and supply curves of

buyers and sellers.

The neoclassical theory holds that the competitive process yields

optimal end results in terms of satisfying human wants--a competitive

market structure_that-ensures optimal allocation of scarce resources in

order- to satisij demand. Furthermore, any change in consumer tastes

triggers a competitive process that reallocates resources so as to meet
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changes in demand.

This theory is based on a subjective theor) of value, in that demand

in each market is based on buyers' tastes. The economy flexibly adapts

to/the subjective tastes of individual buyers. Value or relative prices

ar/le determined by demand, by consumer tastes.

The core of this position is the theory of perfect competition, and

the model of the economy as a whole is Walras's general-equilibrium model

of an economy made up entirely of perfectly competitive markets, .A per-

fectly competitive market has the following characteristics: (1) a large

enough number of buyers and sellers su tha, no one person or group can

in any way control the price, (2) perfectly free entry to any market,

(3) standard products in each market, (4) perfect knowledge and certainty

about the ruture, (5) continuous demand and supply curves, implying that

buyers and sellers substitute cheaper for dearer godds or inputs to prr-

duction whenever prices change.

In a world made up entirely of perfectly competitive markets, Walras

proved, there is general equilibrium: supply equals demand in every

market. Furthermore, general equilibrium will be reestablished if there

is any disequilibrating force. That is, if changes in tastes result in

changes in demand, relative prices change and a new equilibrium will be

established with a new set of prices.

According to this theory, in the short run prices act as weather-

vanes, changing whenever demand or supply conditions change. Individual

buyers and sellers change their choices whenever relative prices'change.

If the price of butter drops relative to-the price of margarine, more

butter will be bought and-the demand for margarine will drop; at that

point the price of margarine will also drop.

---- This is a demand-centered theory: prices change because demand

changes. When prices rise, consumers substitute cheaper alternatives.

Even more important, when the wages of labor increase, businesses substi-

tute capital equipment for labor. Even in the short run, the theory

assumes, businesses can increase ur decrease the amount of labor used

with a given amount of fixed equipment (the law of diminishing returno)

depending on the level of wages. This assumption ignores the possibility

that technical requirements may mean that a fixed proportion of labor

must be used with a giVen installation.
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The neoclassical theory also takes for granted the flexibility of

relative prices. Under conditions of perfect competition, prices are

determined by the market. Each buyer and seller makes ddcicions about

prices--which are determined, as-in an auction, by the impersonal opera-

tion of market demand and supply.

This theory depicts the economy as a, circular flow of firms and

families, connected and coordinated through_market forces of supply and

demand. Given the assumptions of the model, market forces act in a con-

sistent and coherent way, with economic actors responding rationally to

changing price signals. This aystinn depends an the principle of substi-

tutability and therefore on the response of individuals to relative price

changes. In turn, relative prices indicate relative scarcities.

The neoclassical paradigm proves not only that resources arc allo-

cated to reflect changes in consumer demand but also that, because busi-

nesses are forced by competition to minimize costs, they are induced to

(innovate in an effort to make above-average profits. Finally, earnings

are based on the productive contributions of the owners of factor

inputs--land, fabort_capital, money.
____---

if_gove-rnment is introduced into the model, its actions--for exam-

pre, collecting taxes in order to provide services or buy-gbadii==are

substitutes Ear private buying and selling. Because only individuals

know their own tastes, government economic activity of this sort distorts

demand and supply, artificially influencing prices and therefore the

allocation of resources to satisfy human wants.

Advocates of this position recognize that the real economy is not

competitive in the way assumed by the modal; indeed, many neoclassical

economists have developed models of imperfect competition and monopoly.

However, they believe that failures of market allocation which are due

to imperfect competition cannot _possibly be as bad as those caused by

government intervention. This is logically true if one applies the

"rational economic person" analysis to government. If government deci-

sion makers also act to maximize their own personal satisfaction, then

it is impossible to expect,them to act in the public welfare--even if we

could define such an abstract concept, which is impossible because happi-

ness comes from individual satisfaction, not group satisfaction.
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In the neoclassical model, nut only is there an automatic tendency

for markets to clear, there is also an automatic tendency for the economy

to operate at Lull employment, fot supply to create its own demand. If

some disturbance should bring about unemployment and a business crisis,

the economy automatically tends to move back to full employment. Reduced

demand for gnods would mean reduced demand for workers, eventually driv-

ing down wages and reestablishing full employment. In the absence of

union wage contracts, flexibility in wages would ensure an automatic

return to full employment.

In the real world of today, involuntary unemployment is due mainly

to the inflexible wages caused by collective bargaining. Inflation is

due to increases in the money supply caused by government deficit spend-

ing, financed by the printing of money. According to the neoclassicists,

the solution to our current prOblems is clear: control the money supply

through Federal Reserve policy or by reinstituting the gold standard.

This requires balancing the federal budget through cutting back domestic

spending programs, most of which are counterproductive anyway because

they provide a safety net for the poor, thereby increasing their depend-

ency on_the_govermnent; -By- "reducing dependence on social services and

income-maintenance programs,'reducing government support for collective

bargaining, and pursuirig a tight money policy in order to increase unem-

ployment, the supply of labor will be increased and unions will be weak-

ened, thereby promoting wage flexibility. These policies will also have

a positive long -run effect on business expectations and on saving and

thus on investment spending, thereby promoting economic growth. The

emphasis is on reducing costs and promoting increased supply--which will

be bought at some price.

The Neoclassical /Keynesian Synthesis

This paradigm shares many basic principles and methods with the

neoclassical tradition. It is the economics of college textbooks,

epitomized by Paul Samuelson's classic text. This position represents a

_ synthesis of Keynes's macroeconomics and the earler neoclassical

,.microeconomics. According to his contemporary followers, it reflects a

serious misinterpretation of Keynes--so much so that Keynes's followers,

postAeynesians, refer to "Keynesians" in quotation marks.
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Keynes rejected the rat{,,. that the economy has an automatic tend-

ency to return to full p., oym,At, introducing the possibility of a less -

than- f'1.1- employment eqn) .)rium. He believed that stagnation and

depression can persist unless aggregate demand is managed by the govern-

ment, because in a money economy there is no reason to assume that aggre-

gate demand will be sufficient to promote full employment. While aggre-

gate consumption spending is a stable function of total income,

aggregate investment spending is highly volatile, depending to a great

extent on expectations about the future. increasing the money supply

under conditions of serious t.temployment may not work if people choose

to hoard money instead of spending it. Full employment will not be

restored through declines in wages because of workers' resistance to the

erosion of their fair share. Thus, the notion that market forces will

automatically restore full employment is true, if at all, only in some

unspecified long term, and Keynes pointed Gut that in the long run we

are' all dead.

Keynes's macroeconomic theory was grafted onto th^ basic neoclas-

sical framework by Samuelson and other, forming the new synthesis and

mainstream paradigm of the postwar pe- In this synthesis,. the micro-

economic model cf the earlier paradigm is retained. Mainstream "Keynes-

ian" economists still build theories based on rational decision making

by individual economic actors. The general-equilibrium model is still

the theoretical cornerstone. However, "Keynesians" are more willing to

admit the real-world existence of bottlenecks, structural faults in mar-

kets, and the importance of outside shocks to the economyall expla-

nations of why the real world does not operate like the model. Govern-

ment intervention becomes necessary to improve market operation. Never-

theless, advocates of this paradigm still assume individual rational

decision making in response to price changes; they still assume that

markets clear, that prices change in conformity with changes in demand

and supply, and that individuals respond rationally to such price changes.

Therefore, they still rely on the consistency and effectiveness of mar-

kets, and they advocate policies that induce individuals to respond to

market forces.

. Business cycles are explained by random shocks in combination with

multiplier/accelerator effects. Modern market economies have an infla-

tionary bias because of wage rigidity, which is explained as the result
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not only of collective bargaining but also of the labor policies of, large

employers, who are loath to reduce the wages and-salaries of loyal

workers and key personnel. These "Keynesians" advocate a policy of man-

aging aggregate demand in order to speed up the economy's return to full

employment. They advocate fiscal policy that stimulates or dampens

aggregate demand and monetary policy that controls interest rates.

Because of rigid wages, government intervention is necessary in order to

offset declines in autonomous spending and restore full employment.

however, policies that stimulate aggregate demand also increase the

demand for labor, increasing the wage rate and thereby increasing prices.

The result is a trade-off between the level of tolerable unemployment

and that of tolerable inflation. Policymakers must choose between the

two goals.

"Keynesiails" agree with their more-conservative colleagues on the

importance of market incentives and the negative effects of social pro-

grams and sigh taxes on individual and corporate initiative. They recog-

nize the need for policies that will stimulate long-run growth, and they

favor the use of tax credits and other such incentives designed to pro-

mote savirg and investment. They, too, place great emphasis on the role

..t expectations in economic decisions. There is considerable agreement

between the straight neoclassical and the "Keynesian" paradigms--enough

so that some critics from the left consider the two approaches to be

quite similar.

The Institutionalist/Post-Keynesian Paradigm

In the United States, institutionalist economists like Thorstein

Veblen were critical of marginal analysis from the very beginning

because of its unrealistic assumptions. Such modern popularizers as

John Kenneth Galbraith have sought to describe the modern industrial

market economy as it is. Galbraith invented the notion of counterv.il-

ing power between large corporations and labor unions. He has described

the motivations and pricing and investment behavior of the large corpora-

tions which dominate the U.S. economy, which he calls the "planned econ-

omy" because of the need for big corporations to do their own planning.

In England, colleagues and followers of Keynes--critical of the Samuelson

synthesis with neoclassical economics--have gone back to the classical
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economics tradition of the 19th century to develop post-Keynesian eco-

nomics. These two groups of economists have arrived at similar positions

and are developing a competing paradigm.

These economists discard the theories of individual decision making,

marginal analysis, and the general equilibrium which are the bases of

the neoclassical paradigm. They replace it with a completely different

framework, one based on (1) L view of the economy as a system of repro-

duction and growth through investment, (2) recognition that the real

economy operates in historical rather than logical time and that institu-

tions can only go forward, that they develop and change over time- -

therefore, the theoretical assumptions of an economic_model,should be

based on real empirical observation, and (3) the belief that the economy

is constantly changing, quantitatively and qualitatively, and that

although these changes cannot be predicted it is possible to study the

process of expansion, the dynamics of the system.

For the post-Keynesians, economics is the study of how an economic

system (the set of social institutions responsible for meeting the mater-

ial needs of a society's members) is able to expand its output over time

by producing and distributing the social surplus. Central to the theory

is the concept of surplus which is available for expansion. The actual

availability of the surplus depends on how it is distributed among

workers, property owners, and businesses. Growth depends on the extent

to which the surplus remains within corporations, to be used as internal

sources for financing investment. Post-Keynesians recognize that expan-

sion in capitalism is cyclical. They believe that there is no discern-

ible limit to growth and that the process of expansion is likely to

change the nature of the system and its institutions in unpredictable

ways. Thus, capitalist growth can continue indefinitely even though

institutions change, so long as these changes are appropriate.

Post-Keynesian consider growth to be intrinsic to the economic sys-

tem. Their theory emphasizes the decisive role of investment in deter-

mining the rate of growth and level of profits. however, investment

contributes to the-determination of both aggregate demand and aggregate

supply (productive capacity). Because investment tends to affect supply

more than demand, the economy experiences periodic business cycles as a

result of overexpansion of productive capacity.
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Post-Keynesians downplay the role of markets and competition along

with the substitution effect of changes in prices, which are so important

to the neoclassical view of market opelation and of the market system's

ability to respond to consumer demand. Post-Keynesian:6 believe that

market competition mainly affects the long-run 'reallocation of resources

on the basis of varying profit. rates in different industries. Competi-

tion tends to equalize profit rates across markets. Capital moves to

more-profitable from less-protitble industries. because competition

does not determine price changes, it does not ensure the continual sub-

stitution which is the basis ot a demand-satisfying economic allocation

of resources, such as is predicted in die neoclassical model.

Post-Keynesians describe the market system as a dual economy, only

part ot which is -sed on the competitive forces described in the neo-

classical model. The most significant part ot the economy is planned;

it is made up of powerful corporations operating in oligopoly markets.

These firms set prices to cover costs, plus a markup adequate to provide

internal financing for investment. Their goals are not short-run profit

maximization but long-run growth in their shares of the markec. There-

fore, changes ii supply and demand do not necessarily create price

changes.

Post-Keynesians consider the technological requirements o.t produc-

tion to be crucial; continuing operation and expansion are critical fac-

tors in aetermiuing resource allocation. The economy is an input/output

system, ane Oemanc: is determined mainly by the technical input needed to

ensure continued operation. The important decisions are made, not by

millions of individual economic decision makers, but by a relatively few

managers in the pladned sector of the market economy. Consumers,

workers, and small competitive businesses react to the market conditions

creased through the operation of the planned economy.

According to the Last-Keynesians, labor markets are not real markets

in neoclassical terms. Workers do not earn the value'of their marginal

product; labor supply is determined mainly by the number of available

jobs; labor and capital cannot be substituted in the short run because

of the technical requirements of production. Inflation is the outcome

of the tight over the distribution of income and the tendency of corpor-

ations to be willing to raise wages relative to prochfctivity, thus
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inflating prices. The banking system accommodates to these higher prices

by increasing credit and the money supply. Thus, the money supply does

not determine prices;, prices determine the money supply.

Post-Keynesians argue that monetary restraint only reduces aggregate

demand; it has little effect on inflation. Fighting inflation by means

of such policies mainly reduces output--therefore investment spending,

therefore profits, and therefore economic growth. They believe that

inflation is endemic to this stage of development of OU7 institutions,

and that it can be eliminated only through fundamental institutional

change. -An income policy is needed which restricts increases in wages,

interest rates, dividends, and rents--the sources of personal income.

The willingness of individuals to agree to such a policy implies willing-

ness to stop fighting over income shares. To obtain this cooperation,

it is necessary to ensure economic growth, and therefore a fair share of

an increasing pie. This requires what is called indicative planning- -

cooperation between business, labor, and government to enure adequate

funds for internal financing of investment as well to ensure investment

in areas necessary to further economic srowth.

The Marxian Paradigm

The Marxists have much in common with the post-Keynesians; indeed,

Marx was a classical economist. However, there are crucial differences

between the two schools.

First, Marx saw capitalism as a necessary but transient phase of

history which, as it developed, would eventually be transformed into the

next phase, socialism. Marx's major work, Capital, is an analysis

the laws regulating capitalist development. His analysis indicated

of

the

nature of this development and identified the inherent contradictions in

capitalist development which would lead to its transformation.

Second, Marx sought to explain historical change, to identify the

laws of motion in capitalist development, whereas post-Keynesiaus confine

their study to the dynamics of capitalism without trying to explait, the

basis for institutional change.

Marx retained the basis of classical economic theory, tint labor

theory of value, and used it to explain the source of surpluses. To

Marxists, valueoutput-Lis created by human labor. Capitalism is
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dynamic and growth-oriented because the industrial capitalists, who con-

trol capital, hire labor at a fixed wage and control the labor process

so as to increase the productivity of labor. They then sell the commod-

ities produced and retain the surplus. The workers who produce the value

earn only a subsistence wage; the actual amount of the "subsistence"

wage is based on historical circumstances and class struggle. Thus,

class conflict is inherent in a capitalist economy. Workers produce the

surplus, but capitalists control it; it is the source of capital accumula-

tion. As workers become aware of their exploitation, they develop their

own working-class institutions and strategies for improving their lot- -

which, of course, are opposed by capitalists more or less successfully.

This class conflict brings about institutional change.

For Marx, the motivating 'force for change was class struggle between

the exploited workers and the capitalists. Furthermore, capitalist com-

petition continually revolutionizes the processes of production and dis-

tribution (which Marx called "circulation") and the techniques of produc-

tion as a result of efforts by capitalists to accumulate capital, which

they can do only by reinvesting their surpluses. He believed that in

order to understand capitalist development it was necessary to use class

analysis, which assumes the existence of antagontstic relations that

bring about class conflict.

Using class analysis based on on the labor theory of value, Marx

derived the following laws of capitalist development which imply its

eventual self-destruction, its transformation into some new and presum-

ably improved stage of human history:

1. The law of absolute capital accumulation, which assumes that

capitalism tends to accumulate both capital and a reserve army of the

unemployed because of the tendency of the capital-to-:output ratio to

increase over time with the accumulation of capital.

2. The law of accumulastron of unproductive consumption, which holds

that as capitalism develops more and more unproductive jobs are needed

Jr order to assure reproduction of the system. (These are jobs in which

workers do not create value, but consume it--for instance, jobs in bank-

ing, real estate, and government; the result is inefficiency and waste,

contributing to declining profits and growth rates.

3. The law of unequal exchange, which posits that as capitalism

develops the value that is created is not distributed equally or on the
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,basis of contributions to production. Instead, big businesses with high

capital/output ratios tend CO control more value than they produce, while

small businesses which use more-labor-intensive methods produce more

value than they are permitted to retain. The result is an increasing

tendercy to promote capital-intensive rather than labor-intensive meth-

ods of production. This is all part of the general tendency in capital-

ism to universalize capitalist production, gradually but continually

destroying peasant and home production and moving it into the cash nexus

of the market. This process creates uneven development, with older cap-

italist industries and newer capitalist sectors competing for available

resources.

Finally, Marx mainly studied the transition from feudalism to cap-

italism,and the industrial capitalism of the 19th century, which closely

resembled the perfectly competitive model of market operation. He recog-

nized the tendency of competition to turn to monopoly through the process

of capital accumulate, which brings about concentration and centraliza-

tion of capital in an increasingly smaller number of increasingly larger

firms.

harx never studied monopoly capitalism; however, contemporary Marx-

ists are studying this stage of capitalism. Inherent within monopoly

Capitalism, they believe, is the inevitability of cyclical and uneven

development, of inequality and injustice, of declines in profits and

growth. Therefore, the system will eventually lose all Justification

for its existence.

The implications of such a theory are clear: Marxists work for the

socialist transformation of society; therefore,' they du not belong in

policymaking roles within capitalist institutions. They must work on

the periphery to change working-class institutions and to help develor

within capitalism the new kinds of social relations which u 'I make a

socialist transformation possible.

Summary View of the Four Competiue Paradigms

The major characteristics of each of the foul competing paradigms

described in this subsection are shown in Figure C. For each paradigm,

we have identified the key words ci popular terms associated with each

philosophy, the catalystb which are assumed by each school of thought to
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Figure 6

SUMMARY CHARACTERISTICS OF FOUR ECONOMIC PHILOSOPHIES
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make the economy work, the key assumptions of each philosophy and,its

primary goals, the level of political or governmental involvement advo-

cated by each one, and, finally, the major policy measures identified by

the advocates of each paradigm for achieving their goals.
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3. A TEACHING PARADIGM

In our experience one of the major pitfalls of teaching in general,

and of teaching economics in particular, is the lack of a well-developed

pedagogical approach. All of us who have taught are aware that students

"tune out" or become "turned off" with one siggle approach. We try to

make content presentations interesting and meaningful, yet we often find

ourselves searching for variety in our teaching approaches and wanting to

incorporate new ideas and strategies IT our classroom presentations.

One of the benefits of the curriculum research and development work

in science education in the 1960s and 1970s was the serious consideration

of learning theory and teaching strategies. Developers had the opportun-

ityity to think through and test a variety of teaching methods in classroom

situations. This section describes a number of these approaches to
o

teaching and learning which are useful in planning to teach economics.

A Model Theory of Learning

It 'is :important thnt teaching be grounded in a view of how students

learn. We suggest a teaching/learning strategy,based on a theory of

learning popularized by Richard Suchman. Suchman describes thinking and

learning as the same process--the creation of new meaning by a person.

Suchman's model of learning/thinking involves twe important terms:

encounters and organizers.*

Encounters are the contacts people hive with the world around them.

Life is a succession of such contacts, even though the intensity of

encounters varies. Encounters do not of themselves generate meaning for

the encounterer. The chief expedient for this extraction is the organ-

izer.

An organizer is a condition of mind (data, ideas, theories, methods

of thinking) that permits the individual to react to encounters in

selected waysreflectively, conventionally, creatively. Organizers are

*Suchman's model was presented in detail in a series of articles in

Instructor, August 1966-May 1967.
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the knowledge, skills, and attitudes that a_ person has already acquired.

They organize a person's thinking. They are patterns which guide the

selecting, grouping, and ordering of encounters. Every individual has

knowledgd stored for use which organizes or controls learning from the

new encounter. For instance watching a session of the U.S. Congress

(an encounter) is meaningtul to many Americans because ot their previous

knowledge about our'federal legislative system (the organizer).

,The process of learning/thinking creates new meaning through the

interaction of encounters and organizers. In any encounter, a person's

organizers determine. what information he or she perceives from the

encounter. The person then incorporates the new perceptions and

\ insights into what he or she already knows. Through this process, the

person creates new organizers and alters or transforms old organizers.

For instance, suppose a student is "encountering" a lecture. The

student will use existing organizers to select and store certain parts

of tie lecture. As long as the lecturer talks in an understandable man-

ner and the lecture is perceived as_important, the studentWill continue

to absorb and incorporate various parts of the lecture and thus acquire

new organizers.

To take another example, suppose that students learn, through read-

ing atext, that division of labor increases labor productivity. This

1 new idea is absorbed ap a new organizer. The next time the students do

a group project, they can devise some type of division of labor in order

to complete the project. This experiment creates new encounters and

organizers related to the concept of the division of labor. The students

extend their understanding of and ability to use the new organizer, which

sensitizes them to notice real-life examples of division of labor. In

this way, they continually change both their encounters and their organ-

izers.

In fact, instead of depicting learning/thirikingag-a- -circular proc-

ess, it is more accurate to describe it as a spiral development of a set

of organizers which become integrated into a system of thought and action

during ,a person's life. A person, through the interaction of encounters

and organizers, is continually learning and building a more-poweriul

cognitive structure while increasing his or her awareness of the world.



Figure 7

SUCHMAN'S MODEL OF A PERSON'S LEARNING/THINKINF PROCESS

Motivation

Visceral
Social-Ego
Cognitive

Closure
Power
Curiosity
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Suchman describes the learning/thinking process by the model shown

in Figure 7. This model provides a framework for analyzing the learning

piocess and can be used to analyze the dynamics of the classroom. The
1-7

model shows the various thinking functions in the form of a cybernetic
. ,,---

,

,=- system. These functions are intake (perception), storage (retention and "

,.., recall), control'(regulation and mediation), motivation, and action.

There is a circular flow of thinking activity from the encounter to

the learner and. back to the encounter: '

- -The encounter permits intake--(perception).

- -Control regulates intake (perception) by determining which

organizers will be recalled and used to permit the intake of new data.

--Control also determines what new intake will be stored.

--Control affects and is affected by motivation.

- -Control determines what action the individual will take.

- -The action completes the cycle. The person acts to alter either

the intake or the environment to provide new encounters.

The model includes motivation as one of the components of
y
learning/

thinking and identifies three kinds of motivation. Visceral motivation

is created by survival needs: hunger, thirst, physical safety. Social

ego motivation is created by the learner's desire for acceptance and

status--for instance, a desire to show what he or she knows in the hope
a.

of gaining approval. Cognitive motivation is the learner's own desire

to learn--to find an answer (closure), to satisfy curiosity, or to seek

power in order to control the environment and predict new events.

Suchman's theory highlights the importance of motivation in deter-

mining what is learned. Although the instructor may "control" the

classroom, students ultimately control 'their own learning. They respond

to social-ego motivation if they want to please the instructor or stay

in good stead with their peers. They respond to internal desires to

learn when they want to gain closure, satisfy curiosity, or gain the

power to solve problems which interest them.

Approaches to Teaching and Learning

Suchman identifies a contiruun of teaching/learning situations,

from those very tightly controlled by the teacher to those in which stu-

dents are free to do as they choose: (1) rote learning through drill
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and retention. (2) didactics, (3) diagnostics, (4) inquiry (projects,

teacher-guided inquiry, student-guided inquiry), and (5) play.

Rote Learning,

Rote learning, or memorization, is useful for mastering simple but,

necessary facts which the students need to know. The multiplication

tables are a classic example of such necessary knowledge, and it makes

apse to devise rote-learning procednres for memorizing such basics. In

rote learning the teacher controls what is to be learned and determines

the student's expected responsej the student has no control at all,

short of refusing to participate.

Didactics

Didactics means learning specific knowledge by being told (through

a lecture or film) or reading. Didactic learning has the following

characteristics:

7-The instructor or the learning materials control the environment

in order to generate.a particular set of encounters. Students listen to

a lecture, read a book, or watch a film.

--The purpose of the-encounter is to present organizrs'and to con-

trol the new meaning which students store-for recalls

--Notivation to learn is more likely to be visceral (the rod) or

social-ego (approval) rather than cognitive.

--During a lecture or reading assignment; successful learning

depends on the student's willingness to seleCt and ,group for storage

what the instructor or author wants the student to be able to recall.

Recitation and examination-can be used to build evaluation into the

learning situation. Both recitation and examination require student

action to display retention or comprehension of the dewly introduced

organizers.

--There is little student control of the learning situation except

to, decide whether to participate. Didactics may be a'quick way" to,

instill new organizers, but_success depends on students' willingness to

participate and on their ability to follow and absorb the learning as it

is presented., In the case of lectures, the fact that the instructor

controls the learning pace may create further problems for the learner.
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.3.

Didactic instruction is the most common teaching strategy; most

students expect to learn by being "told" or by studying text material.

The quality of didactics depends heavily On the organization of learning

around specific learning objectives--the design of _ sequenced exposition

which is geared to teaching to the objectives and to the needs of the

students, particularly to their prior knowledge, interests, and ability

to learn.

Diagnostics

qnostics requires probing students' knowledge, atttitudes, and

skills to find out what they know, how they think, and what their opi-

nions and interest:; are and then building on this information to expand

understanding and skills or to correct misunderstandings. Awareness of

students' patterns of thinking and existing structure of knowledge helps

the instructor design a course that meets the special needs and

interests of individuals or groups of students.

Diagnostic teaching has the following characteristics:

--The instructor creates the encounter, which consists of a sequence

of questions designed to probe and restructure student knowledge.

--The situation is often open-ended in order to encourage students

to respond in their own ways.

- -The instructor accepts all student responses and helps students

restructure what they know through the questioning sequence.

- -Diagnostic instruction csfLJTI involves student/teacher interaction

on a one-to-one basis.

Diagnostic teaching is characterized by considerable teacher con-

. trol. The instructor is both diagnostician and learning director, using

questions expose the array of knowledge that the student has available

and the kinds of connections that he or she has previously made between

the parts. The instructor pushes the student to examine his or her own

methods of acquiring, sorting, and storing knowledge, thus forcing revi-

sion and new learning. The questions direct the actions of _the student's

control center, strongly influencing intake, retrieval, and the attempted

cognitive matches. The goal is to engineer a desired change in student

storage and to give the student new organizers, and thus new power to

gain meaning from his or her encounters. Ideally, the loss of student
.v
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autonomy is offset by the successful restructuring of the student's

knowledge. Ordinarily, diagnostics is most effective when the student

wants to learn or wants to overcome some learning problem. Diagnostic

teaching may be designed by the instructor, or it may take other forms--

for example, programmed instruction. Other kinds of diagnostic tech-

niques can be used with the whole class. (See the brainstorming tech-

niques described in Section 4.)

Diagnostic teaching can be used in at least four ways: (1) as a

unit "opener," (2) as an assessment device, such as a pretest or a pro-

grammed learning module, (3) in individual conferences, and (4) to share

the results of small-group work.

An opener is used at the beginning of a teaching unit to elicit a

high level of student response. A provocative question--for example,

"What causes poverty?" or "What do you want to know about economics?"-

can stimulate ideas. Students' responses should be followed by a series

of questions designed to probe how they know what they know and why.

Students need to be pushed to use what they know, and the instructor

needs to know that students understand the content well enough to

proceed with further material.

Although it is not very fashionable these days, programmed learning

is one of the best ways to find out whether students know something.

Programmed learning is almost risk-free for students: they can work at

their own pace, and they can use the criterion tests as a basis for non-

threatening assessment. Pretests are useful diagnostic techniques if

they are not graded but instead used to inform students about what they

will learn and to inform the teacher about what students already know.

Individual conferences, while time consuming, can help the instructor

determine how well a student is prepared to undertake a new learning

experience. In economics it is particularly important to diagnose stu-

dent learning blocks so that remediation can take place.

In small groups students can work cooperatively on a given task

without continual direction from the instructor. Most small-group

problem-solving sessions should end with a general debriefing with the

whole class. That is, two or more groups should report their results to

the rest of the class; students from other groups or the instructor can

then critique and question each group's work. The instructor should use
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a debriefing session as a diagnostic strategy for permitting students to

clarify their ideas and correct misconceptions or misunderstandings.

The process of diagnosis and correction can be accomplished through

either teacher-directed discussion or student sharing of ideas.

Inquiry

Inquiry learning requires students to engage actively in the

thinking/learning process in order to learn through personal discovery

or prpblem solving. Inquiry learning can be based on a teacher-guided

activity or it can be completely controlled by students, who initiate

the project and carry it through on their own, using the teacher as a

resource.

The new curriculum programs of the 1960s and 1970s emphasized the

importance of inquiry-oriented teaching strategies. Such strategies

play an-important part in such teaching techniques as brainstorming,

role playing, gaming, and conflict analysis. Inquiry strategies gen-

erally have the following characteristics:

- -The teacher sets the stage by organizing an activity that is

structured to generate a particular encounter or problem.

- -The instructor, students, and/or materials provide organizers

which students can select for use.

--Students produce or use these organizers to generate their own

meanings--their own understanding of the encounter.

-Motivation is cognitive (primarily curiosity), and cognitive

desires and satisfaction form the feedback loop. Social-ego motivation

may be important if students are working together in a small-group

project. lb

- -Action follows from the students' desire for new encounters and

their freedom to generate them by altering the environment or by

reordering previous encounters.

- -The ultimate purpose of inquiry is to develop an autonomous

inquirer--one who has the motivation and self-confidence to learn as

well as enough poweriul organizers to be successful in generating new

meanings. The inquirer is then in a position to obtain sufficient cog-

nitive satisfaction to be self-motivated.
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Although inquiry strategies are broadly categorized into deductive

and inductive inquiry, in fact both kinds are often used in working on

the same problem. It is expected that the students will move from one

to the other as they work on problems.

Deduction is the process of drawing logical conclusions from a con-

cept, .generalization, or theory. This process happens whenever the

instructor poses a question which requires students to drew implications

from definitions or theories. Many exercises in economics formalize

this process by ordering questions so as to guide- students through a

logical sequence leading to some set of conclusions. Such activities

help students to (1) sharpen and refine their concepts, (2) make predic-

tions based on the concepts, and (3) draw additional conclusions.

One form of deductive inquiry common to economics is the building

and testing of models in order to derive logical conclusions from the

interrelationships described by the model. Students should be given

many opportunities throughout the course to construct their own models.

Inductive inquiry is the process of generalizing from particular

facts. In order to do this, it is necessary (1) to observe, (2) to clas-

sify observations, (3) to form hypotheses, (4) to verify hypotheses

through further observation, and (5) to form a generalization. This

technique is the basis of comparative case studies, in which students

study similarities and differences as a basis for forming generaliza-

tions.

One of the most effective applications of inductive inquiry to the

classroom was made by Hilda Taba. Tabu described three cognitive tasks

which should be kept in mind when using inductive inquiry: (1) concept

formation, (2) data interpretation, and (3) application of principles.),

For each task she suggested the following series of questions designed

to elicit student responses during an instructor-directed inductive

inquiry session:

--Forming concepts: (1) What kinds of things did you note, see,

hear? (2) What things go together? Why: (3) Is there n label or

phrase that you can think of which describes the categories?

*Sec Hilda Tab., Teacher's Handbook for Elementary Social Studies
(Palo Alto, Calif.: Addison-Wesley, 1967), pp. 87-91.
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--interpreting data: (1) How are the categories similar? Differ-

ent? (2) Why do you think these kinds of things trefer to the specific

event(s)j happened? (3) What conclusion(s) or hypothesis(es) would you

make about (use specific event(s)]?

--Applying principles: (1) Using the conclusion or hypothesis you

have made, what would happen if such and such occurred? (2) Why would it
--,,

happen? (3) Does your conclusion or hypothesis check out witn other

cases? (4) If it does check out, do you think it would apply to all

possible cases?

After students have worked through the questioning sequence out-

lined above, the instructor should help students develop more-effective

strategics on their own, by asking such questions as: "Did you

consioer . . . ?," "Why do you suppose . . . ?," "How about this rela-

tionship . . . ?," and "How you can test . . .?"*

Play

Although play is not a formal teaching strategy, it offers

unlimited learning possibilities. Play is essential to the intellectual

development of young children, and it can be used in conjunction with

more-formal learning experiences with any age group. In play,

conceptual thinking arises spontaneously.

*For an elaboration on this idea, see Bruce Joyce and Marsha Weil,

Models of Teaching (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1972),

chapter B. For a handy, practical guide to classroom questioning, see

Norris Sanders, Classroom Questions: What Kinds? (New York: Harper and

Row, 1966), which is particularly useful because many examples of

questions are from economics.
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4. STRATEGIES FOR TEACHING ECONOMICS

Economics has sometimes been called the dismal science. Certainly,

many students have thought of their economics courses as pretty dismal.

They find the material abstract; difficult, and irrelevant, since what

they have to learn does not help them understand the personal and public

economic issues that concern them. Most studies of the effects of such

courses have shown conclusively that exposure to an introductory eco-

nomics course seldom has much lasting effect on students' economic rea-

soning powers or understanding.

There are several_ problems in teaching economics, primariiy because

the discipline.of economics is highly theoretical. Students do not per-

ceive a need to learn a body of ideas that do not appear at first to be

related to the real world. In addition, grasping economics requires

students to be able to think in abstractions, and many high school stu-

dentskave not yet had much practice in abstract reasoning.

Another problem in teaching economics is that the subject becomes

highly cuhtroversial as soon as it involves government policy. Econo-

mists and politicians seem to be in great disagreement, and it is not at

all clear how a layperson can unscramble the arguments in order to make

sense of them.

Teaching economics effectively requires recognizing these problems

and developing an overall strategy for coping with them which encom-

passes (1) teaching students the basics, (2), giving students practice in

developing the skills of economic reasoning, (3) demonstrating the reit.-

vance of economics to everyday life, and (4) teaching students to ana-

lyze controversy and to evaluate competing proposals.

The basic point is that relying 100 percent on didactics--studying

a text ad listening to lectureswill not work. A variety of activities

must be planned which provide students with opportunities to develop

skills and interest in economics. These activities must include diag-

nost..c and inquiry-oriented teaching techniques.

Using the Suchman learning/thinking model (see Section 3) as a basis

for developing an overall teaching strategy, we have found the approach

described below very successful in involving students in a spiral develop-



went of their thinking about economics.

--Identify the important course organizers and make it easy for

students to learn how to use them. Limit what students are required to

know; then find a good text, supplemented by lectures and exercises, to

reinforce the learning. Choose what is important for students to know,

and communicate this information to them.

--Provide a wide variety of encounters in which students can use

these organizers to understand and analyze specific economic events.

Give students opportunities to practice using their new organizers on

actual problems.

--Alternate types of learning activities, so that students can learn

new organizers and then apply them immediately to concrete situations.

Intersperse theory with practice. In this way, students get an

immediate payoff and they learn more about the organizers through using

them.

--Provide review and synthesis activities so that students can

extend and combine what they know into more-useful systems of thought.

Devise opportunities for students to combine organizers in analyzing or

studying a practical problem.

--Create a teaching/learning environment which operates more through

cognitive motivation than through social-ego motivation. This may mean

shifting more control of learning to the students so that they may

explore what is useful to them.

It is important to alternate the introduction of economic principles

(organizers). through didactics and diagnostics, with practice in using

the organizers on 'economic problems. Feedbank on and evaluation of their

progress (as opposed to grading) is important to the strategy because it

helps students become more successful, and success is an important moti-

vator. The basic strategy flow looks like this:

1. Use of opener or other kind of introductory material to focus

students' attention on content.

2. Introduction of knowledge and ski1I material.

3. Extension and amplification of content to extend students'

understanding and enable students to create new meaning.

4. Review and summary to enable students to diagnose their own

progress.
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This basic strategy builds in variety and therefore makes a class

more interesting. We have found the generic teaching activities des-

cribed at the end of this section to be very useful in teaching an eco-

nomics course organized around theory and applications.

Croup Process lechniques

There are a variety of ways to organize classroom learning. One

approach is to vary the size of- the learning group and to use group

process techniques to train students to be effective group members.

Such techniques help set up stimulating learning Situations and make

possible active and continuing student participation.

Classroom organization and group process are important components

of any strategy that allows students to learn from their own experiences

and whose aim is to develop learning through a variety of student/

stuaeut and student/teacher interactions. Small-group processes also

develop participation skills. Students learn how to be effective group

members. Furthermore, participation skills foster learning through

interchanges between students. Such interchanges require each student

to become actively involved in what is going on in the course.

Through the effective use of group process, students can establish

an open climate for learning and test a variety of models for data col-

lection and inquiry. Because group activities rely heavily on interper-

sonal relationships,' students in groups have many opportunities to influ-

ence each other, receive and give help, and enhance communication skills.

The suggestions that follow are offered as helpful guidelines in working

with groups.

Forming Groups

Careful grouping procedures will increase the likelihood of success

in group tasks. Early in the course, it is desirable to experiment with

placing students in a number of different groups in order to discover

which combinations work well together. Generally, it is important to

put people together who are more or less alike. That is, talkers should

be grouped together and nontalkers together; slower students should be

placed in a group by themselves and more-able students together. The

opinionated students can try to overpower one another, while grouping
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the relatively nonverbal students together may help some of them express

themselves openly. After effective groups have been established, they

can be designated as permanent.

Assigning Roles

In most group activities in which students are required to complete

tasks, it is desirable to have each group choose a recorder and a

facilitator/leader. It is good practice to rotate these responsibil-.

ities, since important skills are involved i learning to record group

work accurately and to ensure that the group is productive. It is par-

ticularly important for students to learn to record proceedings as com-

pletely as possible, avoiding the temptation to edit the suggestions or

disregard the contributions of some group members.

Calling Stop Sessions

One quick and effective technique for training people to work in

small groups is the stop session. This technique can be used whenever

students are doing any type of group work. The process involves stopping

a small-group discussion or problem-solving session for five to ten min-

utes so that each person in the group can evaluate his or her and others'

participation in the group. These personal reactions or evaluations are

shared with the other members of the group. It improvements are needed

in individual or group behavior, these can be discussed briefly before

the group resumes its work.

The stop session can be called by the instructor or by the

facilitator/leader. Here are some examples of the kinds of questions

which the group members can be asked to consider:

--How well was I listened to? How well did I listen to others?

What evidence am I using to back up these conclusions?

--How did I contribute to (or make more difficult) the discussion

or group work? How could I improve my participation in the group?

--Which people in the group matched each of the following role des-

criptions: (1) listener, (2) critic, (3) facilitator or helper, (4)

idea generator, (5) idea clarifier, (6) summarizer?

--What improvements could be made to increase the effectiveness of

the group in accomplishing its task?
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Participants in the groups should be asked to think about or write

down their reactions to these questions. Each person should share his

or her reactions with the group. If the group has had problems, concrete

suggestions for change should be made, and the group then should resume

its regular discussion in order to practice the new methods. Another

stop session can be called at the end of the discussion to discover what

progress was made in improving group interaction.

Judging Group Effectiveness

If students are not accustomed to working in groups and are having

problems working together effectively, it is wise to set aside a class

period early in the course for debriefing a group work project in order

to allow students to identify the characteristics of a good group. This

should be done immediately after students have completed a small -group

project. The following procedure should be used:'

1. Divide the class into groups of four to six students.

2. Distribute copies of the ranking form in Figure 8.

3. Ask .tach group to choose a recorder.

4. Tell the groups to follow the instructions on the ranking form.

5. After all the groups have finished the task, post the results

and conduct a general class discussion on the characteristics of a goon

group.

Emphasize that there are no "right" rankings. (The most important

characteristics are numbers 1, 2, 4, 5, 10, 11, and 12; the other char-

acteristics may be useful and important in some situations.) The discus-

sion should include observations about the extent. of participation in

the task and the amount of interaction that occurred. Also, the members

of each group should be given the opportunity to decide whether their

group functioned as a "good" group.

Summary

In summary,"here are some helpful hints iv working with classroom

groups of various sizes.

--State tasks for'groups clearly and try to define each task in

such a way that it can be accomplished within a reasonable time period.



Figure 8

RANKING FORM: CHARACTERISTICS OF A GOOD GROUP

Your group task is to rank the following statements according to

what you think are the characteristics of a good group. Place a "1" by

the statement that you think is the most important, a "2" by the

statement you think is the next in importance, aind_ao on Work on this

task as a group. You may proceed in any way you wish as long as you

work as a group--not as individuals.

1. The competition among group members is healthy but not

destructive.

2. All members stay closely to the task/point of discussions.

3. Conflict situations are avoided.

4. Group members carry out leadership functions.

5. Each group member is sensitive to others' feelings.

6. The group leader suggests an agenda for each group meeting.

7. Hostility and aggressive behavior is expressed.

8. Informal subgroups develop within the larger group.

9. Group members express negative feelings.

10. Goals/tasks/objectives of the group are explicitly stated.

11. Information is freely exchanged.

12. When tasks are performed, members' feelings are taken into

account.
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--Give each group specific instructions about leadership, record-

ing, reporting, etc.

--If there is to be a stop session, clarify the instructions for

sharing information and debriefing the session.

--Be sure to establish beforehand any unique procedure for arriving

at a conclusion; for example, majority vote: consensus, or rank

ordering.

--If there is to be a formal meeting of either a small group or the

entire class, be sure to establish the following: the purpose of the

meeting, the_expected_meeting_outcome,--the-agenda-setting-procedure, the

agenda review procedure, time constraints, and evaluation ur debriefing

procedureM.

Specific Classroom Strategies

"Openers"

Each unit of study should begin with some kind of introductory

experience designed to arouse student interest and curiosity about what

is to be learned. The use of such an "opener" also draws out students

so that the teacher can determine what they already know and what their

interests are. An opening activity should involve a high level of stu-

dent participation. Brainstorming on a controversial question is a use-

ful opening activity; displaying a sensitive or evocative collage or

picture is another good way to elicit student reaction. Games, movies,

slide shows, or other media experiences, combined with student participa-

tion, can also be effective.

Brainstorming,

Brainstorming is a procedure for generating a great number of ideas

or alternatives about a particular subject in a short period of time.

This technique encourages people to be creative by betting up a situa-

tion in which criticism and evaluation are not allowed.

In a brainstorming session, participants are asked to react to a

question or problem by writing down or calling out any reaction which

comes to mind. These ideas are collected and recorded for future use.

The following rules for brainstorming should be posted and enturced by

the leader of the brainstorming session:
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Brainstorming Rules

1. Say anything that comes to mind.

2. Discussion of other people's statements is not

permitted.'

3. Evaluation or criticism of other people's state-

ments is not permited.

4. Repeating someone else's idea is okay.

5. Piggybacking on someone else's idea is okay.

That is, it is permissible to add to or

-------s1Ightly-ehange2someorre-elati-s suggestion,

6. Even if you think you are finished, keep on

going. Silence is okay.

The time required for brainsiormingsessions_will vary, depending

on the topic or problem. Usually ten minutes will be sufficient, provid-

ing time for 20 or 30 responses.

in .addition to large-group brainstorming, individuals can brain-

storm independently by jotting down. on paper everything about the sub-

ject which comes to mind. This information can then be collected and

processed by a larger group. Groups: of two, three, or four :an also

brainstorm.

To conduct a large-group brainstorming session, use the following

procedures:

1. Post the rules for brainstorming.

2. Ask someone who can write rapidly and clearly to record the

responses on poster paper or on the chalkboard. Use the speaker's exact

wording, and number the responses as they are recorded.

'3. Post the question or outline the topic which is to be brain-

stormed. Make certain that the question or topic is clearly understood

by the group before' proceeding with the recording of ideas.

4. Collect and record responses until the group seems to be fin-

ished or until time runs out. (Be sure to enforce the rules for brain-

storming, in particular the prohibition against evaluation.)

Brainstorming can be used for at least two kinds of situations.

First, it can be used to elicit reactions from studensts about some topic

or experience for the purpose of finding, out what students are feeling

or thinking or what they already know. Second, brainstorming can be
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used for problem solving. Studen41 can brainstorm "to generate ideas at

almost any stage of the problem-solving process. For instance,-chey,can

brainstorm to identify the nature of the problem, the causes of the prob

ieL, possible solutions, the consequences of attempting a particular

solution, and the steps ot following through on a solution.

how a list of brainstormed ideas canbe used depends on th specific

question or topic. Once the processing ot ideas begins, the rule against

evaltiatiou and criticism is no longer in effect.

The reason for asking students to process the brainstormed ideas is

to allow them, to make generalizations or identify concepts. This process

is a form of instructor-guided inductive inquiry. The following proce-

dure is suggested:

1. Ask the group to suggest which reactions, ideas, or feelings

seem to be similar. List these by number. (Generally, if there have

been about 30 responses, they can be clustered into five or six groups.)

2. Ask the group to come up with a term or phrase that best des-

cribes each category.

3. Ask the'group to write two or three statements that include the

terms or phrases identifying the categories.

4. Ii desired, ask the group to agree on one statement best repre-

sents all the ideas generated.

Small groups and individuals can process their own brainstorming.

It is not necessary to have the entire group agree on one or two state-
,.

ments arrived at -by the small groups ot individuals.

Brainstrming is particularly useful in trying to tied a solution

to a problem or in organize a plan of action. In such cases, the group

should process the brainstormed ideas to find the most useful or plaus-

ible suggestions. This process might require combining ideas to make

new topics or questions which can be explained further in yet another

brainstorming session. Students could pick several items on the list

which they think are extremely important and brainstorm the causes of

these aspects of the problem or-sources of help in findinf, solutions.

Jurisprudential Strategy

A jurisprudential teaching strategy can be used to study public

issues. Most public policy issues 4%re appropriate for this strategy,
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which combines inducti 4 deductive inquiry. Students learn to use

the techniques of rational ,onsent and discover that many disagreements

over public issues can be resolved by such processes.

In a^alyzing conflicts, students ieLrn to identify issues of defini-

tion, fact, prediction, and value. Issues of definition involve the

meaning of the issue to others and the meanings of terms or words.

Issues of fact are related to the actual realities of a particular situa-

tion. Issues of prediction involve people's interpretations of the con-
,

sequences of a given situation or of a set of facts. Issues of value

involve people's perceptions of the relative goodness, badness, right-

ness, or wrongness of a particular situation.

The following series of intellectual operations which students can

use to analyze a public issue are modifications of those developed by

Oliver and Shaver:*

1. Identify values which underlie specific situations.

2. Identify r!onflicting values.

3. Recognize that some values are held more strongly than others.

4 Be prepared to deal with analogous value situations.

5. Make and test policy decisions.

The procedures for using the jurisprudential model are outlined

below, using the issue of deficit spending and public debt as an

example. The objective is for students to learn how to follow the five

steps of public policy issue analysis. Students analyze two or more

conflicting views of an issue to uncover the major value disagreements'

and to discover how these differences mi;ht be reconciled.

1. Identify the values held by each party. Students should take

notes to list the issues of fact, definitiow prediction, and values.
00.
dOn issues of fact, stuents can refer to actual data. To clarify issues

of definition, students should examine all the conflicting positions in

order to identify differences in the meaning of words and special terms

used to color the discussion. To pinpoint issues of interpretation or

prediction, students should examine the differences in predicted out-

comes. On issues of value, students should look for beliefs held by

*Donald W. Oliver and James P. Shaver, Teaching 13"14, 4n the
hin School (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1966), pp. 126-130.
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different sides of the controversy. These processes are not easy, since

often issues are not immediately clear. Students may come up with dif-

ferent interpretations, many of which will have merit. A retrieval chart

is a useful way of identifying similarities and differences between the

positions.

2. Identify conflicting values. For each statement, identify con-

flicting values or inconsistencies in the argument. For instance, in

regard to the question of public debt, opponents of deficit spending and

a large public debt may consider debt to be bad because they oppose a

large federal government. However, they favor economic growth and see

economic debt as contributing to instability and economic ruin. There

is an inconsistency here between the reality and the position taken,

since sometimes enlarging the public debt promotes economic growth. A

case of conflicting values exists if an opponent of a large debt never-

theless wants a large defense budget.

3. Identify a hierarchy of values f -- each statement. Try to rank

the person's values. Recognize that some values are more strongly held

than others. Most strongly held values cannot easily be compromised.

By ioentifying the relative importance of values, it is often possible

to strike a compromise or trade-off between the two opposing views to

roach a compromise.

4. Make use of analogous situations to help people clarify their

values--what they are and their relative importance. This technique,

useful in clarifying values, involves probing the advocate to find his

or her attituaes toward analogous situations. For instance, a person

may consider public debt economically disastrous but think that it is

perfectly acceptable for businesses to go into debt. If people can probe

the reasons for the differences between two seemingly analogous situa-

tions, they may discover some of their own inconsistencies.

5. Make and test policy decisions. Students may be asked to

develop policy decisions about the issue in question. They can then be

1,ked to test these aecisions in different situations--the effects of

financing a war, promoting a certain rate of economic growth, or main-

taiing stable prices and full employment.

One way to use the jurisprudential model is to form small groups

and ask each group to discuss, anti possibly come to an agreement-cal,
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some issue being studied in class. Because each group must present and

define a policy statement, its members will have to come to dome kind of

consensus on the issue.

Some groupSmay get bogged down in discussion; other groups will

not reach a consensus. Still others will develop policy statements that

they are unable to defend. Even though some groups do not complete the

task, part of the debriefing session can center on ways to improve dis-

cussions in the future. Such a session can actually be as valuable as

mastering the technique of analyzing controversial issues. The following

questions can be used to improve future discussions:

- -What issues did you discuss?

- -DA you define them carefully?

--Who in the group favored what positions?

- -Was everyone given an opportunity to express his or her position?

- -Did the group come to an agreement on any issue(s)? Which ones?

- -What facilitated the discussion and kept it moving?

--What hindered the discussion and made it bog down or become unpro-

ductive?

--What could be done to improve your discussion next time?

Role Playing and Simulation/Gaming

Role playing is a social learning method which requires the student

to assume the role of anotl'er person. In general terms, role playing

(1) aids the student in developing basic decision --making skills and prac-

ticing communication skills, (2) provides situations in which problems

can be defined and analyzed, and (3) gives students the opportunity to

view the world from someone else's perspective.

One frequently used role-playing situation involves!'students in

reenacting some historical event or "mock-up" of reality in which they

take on roles of other people. The second basic kind of role-playing

activity is a form of skills practice in which students play themselves

in rt Lew situation. They use role playing to practice handling a tele-

phone interk',,w, a personal interview, or some kind of meeting with

the public. Such activities require students to make telephone calls or

appointments with stranger in businesses, unions, or government agen-

cies. Practice in making these contacts ahead of time gives students
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the needed skills and assurance to get the information they want and to

make a good impression.

Role Playing a Simulated Event. The following steps can be used In

role playing a historical event or simulation of reality.

1. Assign or ask students to volunteer to take the roles involved

in the situation. Give each student a description of the role he or she

is to assume or allow time for students to make up their own role state-

ments. If students need time to prepare, give them the necessary infor-

mation in advance.

2. Set up the situation. That is, describe the environment, the

conditions under which the action takes place, and the purpose of the

event.

3. Start the action. Studencs assume their roles and act on some

proposition or proposal as it they were the persons whose roles they are

playing.

4. Encourage students, each in his or her assumed role, to observe

and react to each other.

5. End the role playing after one or more of the .ction-reaction

cycles described in steps 3 and 4 or at the completion of the preset

scenario.

6. Debrief the role-playing experience by using the following

procedures:

a. Analyze the problems which developed and seek alternative

solutions.

b. Predict what would happen neat and what alternative actions

should be taken.

L. Discuss ways other students in the class might have handled

the situation.

d. Ask students to describe their feelings and concerns when

they were playing their assigned rules. How did they feel about

ether people in the situation?

e. Draw conclusions about the situation, making appropriate

generalizations about such situations and people.

Role Playing for Skill Practice. Role playing themselves in a new

situation can be extremely useful way for students to expand their exper-
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ience. Several small groups can do this kind of role playing simultan-

eously. Use the following procedure:

1. Choose some skill or situation that the students are preparing

for and describe the situation carefully. Identity several alternative

ways to handle the situation and select some alternatives to practice.

2. Set up the situation: assign the roles, set the time and place,

and chcoFe a director who begins and ends the role playing.

3. Play out the solution. Use a tape recorder it possible, so

that students can play back the session.

4. Instruct the director to cut otl the role playing as soon, as

the situation is clear--that is, when the strategy has been used and the

consequences of the strategy have emerged. Cutting ott the action as

soon as possible is important because it will allow more time for reruns.

5. Discuss how the role playing went from each participant's point

of view. Collect ideas for improvement.

6. Try the situation again with a new strategy. Use the same

people in the same roles if they need more practice.

7. Discuss and summarize the skill discoveries so they can be

reported to the whole class.

8. When the small groups have completed their practice or time

runs out, reconvene the whole class to pool results of the small-group

work. List the skill discoveries made by the different groups.

Simulation/gaming involves any combination of elements which exist

in simulations and games. Usually, in a game, rules are established,

goals sire set, there is competition among players to achieve the goal,

and players either win or lose. In a simulation, a hypothetical erAiron-

ment is established which includes elements of the real world.

The functions of simulation/gaming are almost identical to those ot

role playing. In addition, simulation/gaming serves to increase aware-

ness on the part of students of the complexities of real-world situa-

tions and to stimulate a high level of interesting action in the class-

room.

Knowledge and Attitude Surveys

One commonly used diagnostic technique is a survey ot studeat:;'

knowledge and/or attitudes prior to a unit of instruction. Figure 9, a
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short true-false test about labor unions, is an example of a knowledge

survey. The teacher can use the test results to decide what content to

emphasize in a unit on labor unions. Note that all the answers to this

test are false; thus, the results ox the test should not be shared with

students unless a new test is cwistructed.

Attitude surveys are useful in measuring initial attitudes and then

assessing attitude changes at the conclusion of a unit of study. Figures

10A and 10B are two examples of a Likert scale attitude survey on labor

unions. Matrices that can be used to summarize the data collected

through these surveys are provided in Figure 11.

Using Retrieval Charts

A retrieval chart provides a process for summarizing and comparing

data gathered from reading, case studies, data banks, and other

resources. Using a retrieval chart helps students identify similarities

and differences--a prerequisite for making generalizations--and encour-

ages them to be orderly in their thinking.

A retrieval chart is simply a matrix which shows the cases being

studied in one column and each characteristic on which they are to be

compared in another column. For example, if a number of corporations

are being compared, the column headings might be "Financing Procedures,"

"Source of Funds," and "Factors Contributing 'to Growth."

Retrieval charts can be developed individually, by small groups,

or by the whole class. They can be used in the classroom in the follow-

ing way:

1. Construct a chart, identifying each case under consideration

and a heading for each characteristic that you want to compare.

2. Fill in the matrix for each case. It is often useful for small

groups to work individually to complete different parts of the matrix.

Then these parts can be combined and copied on the chalkboard.

3. Focus a class discussion on the similarities and differences

between the cases. Students should then be able to identify general

rules and exceptions. Students should also suggest explanations for the

similarities and differences and speculate about possible reasons for

the patterns that emerge. A final step is to consider whether it is

possible or reasonable to generalize beyond the cases studied.
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Figure 9

HOW MUCH DO YOU KNOW AbOUT LABOR UNIONS?

This is a true-false test. Place a 'I" in the blank preceding the

statement if you think that it is true and an "F" if you believe that it

is false.

1. The majority of workers belong to unions.

2. The AFL-CIO is the nation's largest union.

3. The AFL-CIO was formed by a merger of the American Federation of
Laborers and the Consolidated Industrial Operators.

4. Wages in unionized firms average 25% more than wages for
comparable jobs in nonunionized firms.

___ 5. The largest and most powerful corporations in the United States
pay the lowest wages.

6. If a company has a union shop, you have to belong to the union
before you can be hired.

7. Unions are the strongest supporters of right-to-work laws.

8. The majority of strikes in the United States are jurisdictional
strikes.

9. The Taft-Hartley Law restricted the collective bargaining rights
of unions to negotiation on wages, hours, and fringe benefits.

10. Industries with the strongest unions charge the highest prices for
their products.
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Figure 10A

WHAT ARE YOUR OPINIONS ABOUT LABOR UNIONS?

Directions: For each statement, circle the number in the column
that best describes your reaction.

1. I am in favor of strong
unions.

2. Public employees (teachn
ers, garbage collectors,
etc.) should be able to
belong to unions and
have the right to strike.

3. Doctors, lawyers, and
dentists should have
the right to strike.

4. Most unions are demo-
cratically governed.

5. The federal government
restricts unions too
much.

6. Students should be'
required to join
unions even if'they
are working only
part time.

7. Unions should partici-
pate in local, state,
and national politics.

B. Unions increase effi-
ciency and motivate
workers to want to do
a good job.

9. Every person who has a
job should have to join
.

a union.

Strongly
agree

Agree
more
than

disagree

Disagree
more
than

agree

Strongly
disagree

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3

1 2 .3 4

1 2 3 4

1 ' 3 4

Scoring procedure: Add up the numbers you circled and divide by 9

to get your average score.
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Figure 10B

WHAT ARE YOUR OPINIONS ABOUT LABOR UNIONS?

Directions: For each statement, circle the number in the column
that best describes your reaction.

1. Unions are not a valu-
able institution in our
economic system

2. Public employee unions
should be outlawed.

3. Union power is much too
great and should be
restricted by new
federal legislation.

4. Most unions are corrupt.

5. No group of professional
employees--doctors, lawyers,
teachers--should have the
right to strike.

6. Unions should not be
allowed to participate
in local, state, and
national politics.

7. Students who are working
part time should not be
required to join a union.

8. A person should not have
to join a union when he
or she takes a job.

9. Unions decease efficiency
on the job and reduce
workers' interest in
doing their job well.

Strongly
agree

Agree
more
than
disagree

Disagree
more
than
agree

Strongly
disagree

1 2 3 4

1 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

Scoring procedure: Add up the numbers you circled and divide by 9
to get your average score.
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Figure 11

SUMMARIES OF SURVEY RESULTS

Survey of Knowledge About Unions*

Question No. of True Responses No. of False Responses

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Totals:

*The correct answer to each of these questions is "false."

Statement

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Survey of Attitudes About Unions

Strongly
aorpe

Totals:

Numbers of Responses

Agree more Disagree more Strongly
than disagree than agree disagree_
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Model ejilding

In teaching economics we often ask students to understand models

developed by economists; however, they seldom have experiences in build-

ing or working with models. We sugge:A that teachers provide opportun-

ities for students to build their own models. For example, students

might be asked to expand the circular-flow model discussed in Section 1

(see Figure 4) to include the banking system or government. Another

exciting model-building activity is to let the students design their own

cybernetic systems by identifying problems they wish to solve and then

working through the steps toward finding solutions.

As a beginning activity in model building, students might be asked

to draw pictures of what they think the U.S. economy looks like. This

could be a useful diagnostic activity for determining both what students

know about economics and what, if anything, they know about model build-

ing and the logic that is involved.

de
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5. CURRICULUM AND PERSONAL LIBRARY RESOURCES

Choosing Curriculum Resources

In preparing this volume we examined-a variety of recently published

curriculum materials, including several film series, designed to be used

in economics education programs at all grade levels. Our aim was to

assess each set of materials in three areas: technical quality, educa-

tiOnal soundness, and content treatment. Our intent was to make some

genral recommendations for choosing economics materials that can be

eff4tively used with students.

\Our first observation was that the materials we examined are

erallY, of high technical quality. The text materials

and in\ most cases good graphics, and readability level

line with student grade levels. The filmstrips conve

gen-

have reaaable print

s appear to be in

y their messages

effectively, and many suggest some interesting teaching strategies in

the accoflipanying teacher materials. the lechnical quality of the films,

including those with animation, is very high, rivaling the quality of

commercial television.

The educational-soundness category was a mixed bag. A number of

high school economics texts are modeled after college-level texts. These

texts rely 13rimaril) on reading and offer tew challenging learning/

teaching strategies. Generally, simulations and other supplementary

materials (tor example, readings, data banks, and filmstrips) offer more

opportunities, for students to deal, with conceptual thought processes.

In general, fs4 suggested teaching strategies are included with films.

Many programs for junior high school and older students include student

evaluation measures.

We found a number of materials that seem to offer what We would

consider to be sound content treatment. Generally, these materials are

available through educational publishers that have been in the field for

some time. Our major concern was with materials that suffer from various

defects--especially defects that reflect some kind of blab, of either

commission 0 omission. Many of the latter are nonprint materials pro-

duced and distributed with the support of a private- sector interest
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group. We identified four types of bias: (1) deification of the market

as the major solution to both economic and societal problems, (2) focus

on some existing institutions (banks, manufacturers)'to the exclusion of

others (unions, cooperatives), (3) insufficient attention to current and
P

recurring societal, problems, and (4) lack of opportunity for students to

adaress value positions. Thus, we offer five categories of questions

that might be asked initially by any person who is in the process of

selecting curriculum resources to be used with students:

1. Publisher. Who is the publisher? Does the publisher normally

produce educational materials for use with students? Can a paint, of

view be detected in the publisher's literature?

2. Balance. Are the materials balanced in terms of rationale or

philosophy? Is the philosophic position of the materials made clear?

What is the relative emphasis on the free-market mechanism as the major

economic problem-solving mechanism in society?

3. Student Opportunity. What opportunities are presented in the

materials for students to clarify their own values, analyze the values ,

of others, and make and defend decisions?

4. Problems. To what degree do the materials acknowledge such

societal issues as education, health, housing, and employment? how are

students asked to address such issues, if they are presented?

5. Perspective. Is the perspective of the materials local, nation-

al, or international? Are interrelationships shown between the three

perspectives?

These categories of questions, of course, do not consider student

objectives, the ways in which objectives are linked to content, teaching

strategies, the conditions under which the materials will be taught, or

the extent to which the materials were tested before publication. How-

ever, these preliminary questions can help educators decide whether a

given set of materials is congruent with their general teaching philoso-

phy and view of economics education, after which a more-thorough analy-
0

sis can be undertaken.

Understanding the field of economics is more difficult than ever,

as we discussed in Part 2. Po help alleviate this problem we have iden-

tified 15 books in the next section that could form the basis of a per-

sonal library in economies. We have purposely chosen books that repre-
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sent the variety of philosophic positions in the field.

Selecting a Personal Economics Library

The 15 books described in the remainder of this section might form

the basis for a teacher's personal library of economics resources. A

variety of philosophic positions are represented. The first two are

texts that represent encyclopedic references useful for looking up

answers to specific questions. The others are classics or contemporary.

best-sellers that reflect a wide range of viewpoints about'current eco-

nomic problems and outline alternatives to mainstream principles of eco-

*conics.

Samuelson, Paul A. Economics, 11th ed. New York: McGraw-Hill, 198G.

This is probably the most widely used standard economics text in
American colleges and universities today.

Hunt, E.K., and Howard Sherman. Economics: An Introduction to Tradi-
tional and Radical Views, 4th ed. New YOrk: Harper and Row, 1981.

This comprehensive introduction to economics from a Marxist
perspective contains a long introductory section on the economic history
of capitalist development, with thorough descriptions of current
institutional arrangements. It covers micro and macro economics from
the traditional theoretical perspective but focuses on the problems of
advanced capitalism: poverty, unemployment, and inflation. A solid
section on socialist economic systems is included.

Heilbroner, Robert L. The M.king of Economic Society, 5th ed. Englewood
Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1975.

Ileilbroner's highly readable book is a fascinating presentation of
how economic societies have developed.

Edwards, Richard, Michael Reich, and Thomas Weisskopf. The Capitalist
System: A Radical Analysis of American Society. Englewood Cliffs,
N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1972.

Articles on theory, contem,,orary economic problems, and alternatives
to capitalism are included her in one of the more widely used books
written from a left perspective, one that covers that point of view -com-
prehensively.

Gilder, George. Wealth and Poverty. New York: Basic Books, 1981.

Written fir the lay person, this best-seller documents the social,
political, and economic grounding of supply-side economics--the new name
for an old policy prescription calling for freeing business from govern-
ment interference. 'Gilder describes how misguided libtral, Keynesian
policy, has undermined the true source of wealth, which is to be found in
the creativity, technical adventure, and motivation flowing from free
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enterprise. He demonstrates how attempts to redistribute income to the
lkpoor further victimizes them, keeping them in poverty.

Friedmar, Milton, and Rose Friedman. Free to Choose: A Personal State-

ment. New York: Avon, 1979.
_._

This spinoff from an earlier book by Milton Friedman, Capitalism
and Freedom, and the television series Free to Choose is a less abstract
and more fo7.y developed treatment of the philosophy that permeates the

earlier book. This philosophy is influenced by the fresh approach to
political science articulated by Anthony Downs, James Buchanan, C&ry
Becker, Cordon Tullock, and others, in which the political and economic
systems are seen symmetrically as markets whose outcomes are determined
by interactions among persons pursuing self-interests.

Thurow, Lester C. The Zero-Sum Society: Distribution and P)ssibilities
for Economic Change. New York: Basic Books, 1980.

Thurow offers a libels] counterpart to the two preceding books in
his arr_lysis of the economic and politica, woes facing the United States

in the 1980s. lie contends that the U.S. economy is like a zero-sum game:
in our political system, every economic decision produces losers as well

as winners. he implies that the era of continuous growth is at an erd,
arguing that solutions to the problems of energy shortages, environmental
pollution, lagging Production, rampant inflation, growing unemployment,
and proliferating government regulations lie in such radical changes as
federally funded work programs, changes in the tax structure, and the

repeal of antitrust laws.

Calbraith, John Kenneth. Economics and the, Public Purpose. Boston:

Houghton Mifflin, 1973.

Calbraite describes contemporary capitalism in terms of two decid-

edly different but interdependent sectors: the competitive economy of
small business and the planned economy dominated by large corporations.
This book continues Galbraith's analysis of contemporary industrialized
market economies, in which he points out how far we have strayed from
the model of perfect competition--not by accident but as a result of
technologiel development and changing competitive conditions.

O'Connor, James. The Fiscal Crisis of the State. New York: St.

Martins Press, 1973.

O'Connor, a Marxist economist, develops an argument similar to Gal-
br4ith's in describing the U.S. economy in terms of interrelated sectors:
the competitive sector, the monopoly sector, and the government-dominated

sector, in which the govenment is the major buyer. His analysis outlines
the impact of this structure on labor markets and on the demands made on
government (the state) to promote capital accumulation through social
investment and to reproduce class relations through such social insurance
programs as welfare, health, and education. He argues that pressure on
the federal budget is the basis for the current ii :cal crisis, reflected
in the taxpayers' revolt and the growing popularity of politicians wl

promise to reduce public spending and balance budgets.

tlagdoff, Marry, and Paul M. Sweezy. The Deelyning Crisis of U.S.

Capitalism. New York: Monthly Review Press, 1981.
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This book presents a Marxist analysis of the current macroeconomic
problems in the United States and the world. According to the authors,

"the path of U.S. economic development described in the essays of this
book has led to a constant narrowing of options. The measures adopted

, to cope with stagnation and to avoid a major depression have increased
inflation, dependent debt, speculation, and financial instability. . . .

Faced with this menacing situation, the powers that be tend to grasp at
straws, seeking miracle cures, fleeing forward into foreign adventures,
and looking to safeguard their profits by taking it out of the hide of
the working class, the poor and tLe old."

,Mytdal, Gunnar. Against the Stream: Critical Essays on Economics. New
vork: 'Vintage, 1975.

In this compilation of essays, the renowned Swedish economist com-
ments on the whole range of contemporary problems from his own profoundly

wise and whole-world perspective.

Eichner, Alfred, ed. A Guide to Post-Keynesian Economics. White Plains,

N.Y.: M.E. Sharpe, 1978.

"Post-Keynesian P-anomics" is the term which refers to a competing

paradigm which ha. (i 'eloped over the past 15 years as a substitute for
the mainstream economics exemplified by Paul Samuelson's famous text.
Post-Keynesians criticise Samuelson's synthesis of Keynesian and neo-

classical economics. They are concerned with developing a theory that
explains persistent contemporary problems as part of capitalist develop-
ment, and in this they take their inspiration from the classical 19th-

century economic theory of David Ricardo and its 20th-century extension

by Keynes. The post-Keynesians recognize the decline of the market
economy, and they believe that it is necessary to develop a theory which

explains the problems of capitalism in order to solve them. This series

of essays was written for the intelligent layperson.

Heilbroner, Robert. Marxism: For and Against. New York: W.W. Norton,

n.d

Heilbroner, who considers Marxism to be the "necessary philosophy
of our time," contends that we cannot esca^e Marxism because even if we
reject Marx's specific conclusions we all usethe method of analysis he

invented. This is a lucid introduction to complex ideas, presented with-

out jargon. Heilbroner introduces the reader to the method of dia-
lectics, to the materialist interpretation of history, to Marx's analy-

sis of capitalism, and to his views on the major problem of Marxism:
its responsibility for Stalinism and for the excesses of Soviet-style

socialism. This is an important book because Marxist economics is one
of the several alterrative approaches to mainstream economics which is
gaining intellectual credibility.

Schumacher, .F. Small Is Beautiful. New York: Harper and Row, 1973.

This book was written by an economist trained in orthodoxy. It is

a deliberate attempt to subvert economic science by calling orthodox

assumptions into question. Examining both the cultures of Third World
countries and non-Western thought, Schumacher questions the philosophy
of materialism and suggests a different order of priotities in order to

begin to deal with the current and potential technological, scientific,
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and so:ial problems of this and the next century.

Silk, Leolwrd. Economics in Plain English. New York: Simon and Schus-
ter, 1978.

Silk's highly readable book discusses the philosophical bases of
the economics discipline and how economists go about their work. Rela-
tionships between economic science and human values are examined, along
with problems related to day-to-day reality and economic thought.
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6. ORGANIZATIONAL 4D PERIODICAL RESOURCES

During the past decade, the teaching of economics has grown consider-

ably in our nation's schools. In part this tr:.nd is due to increasing

interest in the subject matter. It is also due in part to state mandates

that require the teaching of some kind of economics.

A number of organizations, most notably the Joint Council on Eco-

nomic Education, have long been in the business of helping teachers and

curriculum leaders improve the teaching of economics. Other organiza-

tions, among them the Consumer Education Resource Network, are rela-

tively new. Sill others--tor example, the Heritage Foundation and the

institute for Policy Studies- -have particular points of view on the

economy and on'the discipline of economics. In preparing the following

lists of organizations and periodicals, we have tried to include a repre-

sentative sample of the variety of organizations involved with economic

education. Many of these organizations produce publications that can be

used by teachers and/or students as classroom resources.

Organizations

AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR/CONGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS
(AFL/CIO)
815 16th St. NW
Washington, DC 20006

The AFL/CIO will respond to written requests or specific kinds of
information. A publications list and film catalog are also available on
request.

BUSINESS ROUNDIABLE
200 Park Ave., Suite 2222
New York, NY 10017

(212) 682-6370

The membership of the Business Roundtable is made up of major U.S.
corporations, represented by their chief executive officers. Members
examine public issues that affect the economy and develop positions that
seek to reflect sound economic and soz.ial principles. In aadition to
the monthly Roundtable Report, the Business Roundtable publishes posi-
tion papers on public issues which may be interesting and useful to
secondary-level teachers and students.



COMMITTEE FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT (CED)
477 Madison Ave.
New York, NY 10022

(212) 688-2063

This nonpartisan group of business leaders and scholars conducts
research and formulates policy recommendations on major economic issues.
Audiovisual and print materials appropriate for use iu high school and
college classrooms are produced by CED, in addition to an annual report
and newsletter. A brochure describing CED's services and publications
is available on request.

CONSUMER EDUCATION RESOURCE NETWORK (CERN)
1555 Wilson Blvd., Suite 600
Roslyn, VA 22209
(800) 336-0223

The major purpose of this network is to facilitate the exchange of
information and ideas among consumer educators. In addition to a free
reference and referral service, CERN will assist in all aspects of
planning and delivering a consumer education program. Bibliographies
and a bimonthly newsletter, Concerns, are available at no charge.

ERIC CLEARINGHOUSE FOR SOCIAL STUDIES/SOCIAL SCIENCE EDUCATION
(ERIC/ChESS)
b55 Broadway
Boulder, CO 80302
(303) 492-8434

One of 16 clearinghouses in the ERIC system, a division of the
National Institute of Education, ERIC/ChESS is responsible for collect-
ing, summarizing, and indexing documents and journal articles` related to
social studies and social science education. Many of these materials
are related to economic education. ERIC documents are available on
microfiche at hundreds of libraries all over the United States. For a
list of these libraries, and for descriptions of the free materials pro-
duced by ERIC/ChESS, write to the clearinghouse. ER1C/ChESS will con-
duct custom computer searches of ERIC and other data bases at cost
($25.00-each or ERIC searches); duplicate printouts of ERIC searches
are available for $10.00.

FEDERAL RESERVE BANKS

The 12 banks in the Federal Reserve system carry on an active edu-
cational program. They publish free monthly reviews of economic condi-
tions which often contain useful rc3ional economic data, and several of
these banks produce print and nonprint materials specifically designed
to be used by and with high school and college students. Contact the
nearest individual bank for a list or products; their locations and zip
codes, as well as cities where branch offices are loca.ed, are listed
on the following page.



Main Office

Atlanta

Zip Code

3C301

Boston 02106

Branch Banks

Birmingham, Jacksonville,
Nashville, New Orleans

Chicago 60690 Detroit

Cleveland 44101 Cincinnati, Pittsburgh

Dallas 7S222 El Paso, Houston, San Antonio

Kansas City 64198 Denver, Oklahoma City, Omaha

Minneapolis 55480 Helena

New York City 10045 Buffalo

Philadelphia 19105

Richmond 23219 Baltimore, Charlotte

San Francisco 94120 Los Angeles, Portland, Salt Lake
City, Seattle

St. Louis 63166 Little Rock, Louisville,
Memphis

GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES IN EDUCATION (GPE)
218 C. 18th St.
New York, NY 10003
(212) 475-0850

This organization works to help schools prepare students to deal
with the complexities and chall:nges of life in an interrelated world.
Professional development and institutional support are encouraged through
inservice and preservice training programs. IL addition to K-12 instruc-
tional materials, GPE publishes a newsletter (six times a year) and a
journal, Intercom (quarterly).

HERITAGE FOUNDATION
513 C St. NE
Washington, DC 20002
(202) 546-4400

is private foundation with a conservative perspective is inter-
ested n domestic and foreign public policy. Its major purpose is to

provide information about policy issues. Some publications deal with
economic issues and can be used with senior high school students' a list
is available on request. A newsletter, Communique (eight times a year),
is also available free on request.



JOINT COUNCIL ON ECONOMIC EDUCATION (JCEE)
1212 Ave. of the Americas
New York, NY 10036

(212) 582-5150

The goal of this private not-for-profit organization is to encour-
age, coordinate, and serve economic education at all levels. State JCEE
councils exist in all states except Vermont. The JCEE provides consult-
ant services, workshops, and a free information service. Periodicals
include Progress in Economic Education (five times a year), Curriculum
Perspectives (three times a year), College and University Newsletter
(twice a year), and Update (quarterly). The JCEE's Checklist of Economic
Education Materials for Teachers is especially useful for identifying
classroom resources. Of particular interest to program planners is a
series of master curriculum guises for teaching economics at various
levels and in different content areas.

SOCIAL SCIENCE EDUCATION CONSORTIUM (SSEC)
855 Broadway
Boulder, CO 80302
(303) 492-8154

The SSEC is a not-for-profit corporation concerned with improving
the teach:ng of social studies and the social sciences at all levels.
One of its major concerns is the evaluation of new curricula and the
dissemination of information about materials and teaching strategies.
Some SSEC publications are focused specifically on economics, particu-
larly consumer economics. The annual Data Book of Social Studies
Materials and Resources is a useful buyer's guide to new curriculum mater-
ials. A free catalog describing publications and resources is available

on request.

UNESCO ASSOCIATION OF THE USA
1418 Lakeside Dr.
Oakland, CA 94612

(415) 835-811

UNESCO offers many publications dealing with economics which are of
interest to secondary-level teachers and students. Write for a free

publications list.

U.S. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
3400 W. 66th St., Suite 300
Minneapolis, MN 55435

(612) 925-2400

A kit designed specifically for use with high school students,
Economics for Yottng Americans, is available from the U.S. Chamber of
Commerc along with pamphlets on economic issues which may be used by
students. Write for a list of publications.

U.S. DEPAkrMEN'' OF LABOR, BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS

The eight regioral offices of the Bureau of Labor Statistics can
provide various kinds of information, publications, and services.
Monthly announcements of publications are available on request; contact
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the netteit office for more information. Addresses and phone numbers of
the regidnal offices are listed below.

Region(s) Address/Phone Number

1 JFK Federal Bldg., Rm. 1603
Government Centel
buston, MA 02203
017) L23-6727

2

3

4

5

b

1515 Broadway
New York, NY 10036
(212) 944-3121

P.O. Box 1339
Philadelphia, PA 19101

(215) 596-1155

1371 Peachtree St. NE
Atlanta, GA 30367
(404) 881-4416

230 S. Dearborn, 9th Flr.
Chicago, IL 60604
(312) 353-1880

555 Griffin Square Bldg.
Dallas, TX 75202

(214) 767-6970

7, 8 911 Walnut St., Rm. 1500
Kansas City, MO 64106
(816) 374-2378

9, 10 450 Golden Gate Ave.
Box 36017
San Francisco, CA 94102
(415) 556-4678

U.S. GOVERNMENT PkINTING OFFICE (GPO)
Washington, DC 20402

Most print materials produced for sale by various agencies of the
federal government are available from the GPO. Some of these materials
offer useful information for students and teachers, and because they are
in the public domain they can be reproduced at will without permission.
To receive announcements of new publications in areas related to economic
education, write to the Superintendent of Documents at the address above.



Periodicals

BUSINESS WEEK
McGraw-Hill
1221 Ave. of the Americas
New York, NY 10020
512.00/yr. (weekly)

DOLLARS AND SENSE
Economic Affairs Bureau
Union for Radical Political Economics
324 Somerville Ave.
Somervile, ME 02143

$7.50/yr. individuals, $15.00 institutions (monthly)

114 THESE TIMES

Institute for Policy Studies
1901 Q it. NW
Washington, DC 20009

$17.50/yr. (weekly)

LABOR NOTES
Labor Education and Research Project
P.O. Box 20001
Detroit, MI 48220
$7.50/yr. (monthly)

LIBERTARIAN FORUM
Box 341
Madison Square Station
New York, NY 10010

$8.00/yr. (monthly)

NATION, THE
Nation Associates
333 Sixth Ave.

New York, NY 10014

$21.00/yr. (weekly)

NATIONAL REVIEW, THE
150 E. 35th St.
New York, NY 10016

$19.00/yr. (biweekly; alternates with National Review bulletin)

WALL STkEET JOURNAL
Burnett Rd.
Chicopee, MA 01021

$77.00/yr.; special classroom rates available (daily except Saturdays,
Sundays, and legal holidays)
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7. RESOURCES IN THE ERIC SYSTEM

The ERIC (Educational Resources information Center) data base, sup-

ported by the National institute of Education, contains thousands of

documents related to economic education. Those selected for inclusion

here are representative of the wide range of ERIC resources available

for use in meeting various kinds of educational needs. Because many of

them are relevant to more than one of the five rationales for economic

education presented in Section-2 and because it is often difficult to

distinguish between resources~ applicable to the citizenship approach and

those that primarily promote the free-enterprise system, we have organ-

ized the entries in this section into three categories: economic

education--general, consumer/personal economies, and global/futures

economics.

Each of the resources described in this annotated bibliography is

identified by a six-digit accession number. Abstracts of and descriptive

information about all of them, along with other economics-related

resources in ERIC, are published in a cumulative index, Resources in

Education (RIE). ,Thi, information is also accessible through three

major on-line computer searching systems: DIALOG, ORBIT, and BRS.

Most of these documents are available tor viewing in microfiche

(MF) at libraries that subscribe to the ERIC collection. Microfiche

copies of these documents can also be purchased from ERIC Document Repro-

duction Service (EDRS). Paper copies (PC) of some documents may also be

purchased from EDRS. Information about the availability of every docu-

ment listed is included at the beginning of the abstract, along with a

code indicating the prices for both microfiche and paper copy. (The

order form at the end of this section contains a key to the price code

along with other information about ordering copies from EDRS.) If

document is not available from EDRS, the source and price arc provided.

Economic Education -- General

Bibby, John F., et al. Analyzing Government Regulation: A Resource Guide.
Economics /Political Science Series. New York: Joint Council on
Economic Education, 1978. 97 pp. ED 173 255. EDRS price: MF01



plus postage. PC not available from EDRS; order from JCEE, 1212
Ave. of the Americas, New York, NY 10036 ($4.50).

Part of a series which offers educational resources and teaching
techniques related to major social issues to high school social studies
classroom teachers, the guide focuses on government regulation. The

document is presented in four_major chapters. Chapter 1 explores hOw

economic and political science frameworks can be used to analyze policy

issues. Chapter 2 presents an overview ot the relationship between the
economy and government regulation. Topics discussed include the economic
rationale for regulation, control of natural monopolies, prevention of
destructive competition, protection of sellers and consumers, regulatory
processes, and evaluation of regulatory policy. Chapter 4 presents

instructional activities which involve students in identifying and des-
cribing problems involving governmental regulatory action, class discus-
sion, participating in small-group tasks, compiling master lists of
alternative costs and benefits of various regulatory actions, preparing
position papers, and analyzing films. For each activity, infprmation is
,presented on grade level, sequence within the unit, time and material
required, rationale, concepts, instructional objectives, teaching strate-

gies, and pupil activities. Student readings, bibliographic sugges-
tions, and illustrative material are included in the unit:

Hansen, W. Lee, et al. Master Curriculum Guide in Economics for the

Nation's Schools. Part I, A Framework for. Teaching Economics: Basic

Concepts. New York: Joint Council on Economic Education, 1977.

53 pp. ED 148 648. EDRS price: MF01 plus postage. PC not avail-
able from EDRS; order from JCEE, 1212 Ave. of the Americas, New

York, NY 10036 ($2.50).

A concise framework of basic Concepts and generalizations for teach-
ing economics for K-12 students is presented. The guide summi .izes the

basic structure and substance of economics and lists and describes eco-

omic concepts. Standard guidelines are provided to help school systems
integrate economics into their ongoing courses of study. Designed to be

used by those working with teachers on curriculum development in economic

education, the guide can also be used by methods instructors. Six major

areas are defined as essential to economic understanding. First, stu-

dents need to develop an objective, rational approach and be able to
organize their thinking as they address economic issues and questions.
Second, students need to master basic economic concepts and understand
economic institutions, easureent concepts, and concepts for evaluating
economic action and policies. Third, students need a simple overview of
the American 'economic system so as to provide a structure for examining

specific issues. Fourth, students need to possess the knowledge and
skills needed to recognize the various types of economic issues they are
likely to encounter, such as market and government action. Fifth, stu-

dents neeu to apply their economic understanding to particular issues
relevant to their own lives, such as the scarcity of oil or the rising

coffee prices. Sixth, students need to form their own judgments on eco-
nomic issues on the basis of their analysis of the issues, tempered by

their own values.

Lawrence, Sharon, et al. Between Inflation and Recession: A Literacy

Unit on the American Economic System. Olympia.: Office of the State
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Superintendent of Public Instruction and Washington State Council
on Economic Education, 1975. 97 pp. ED 124 479. EDRS price:
MF01/PC04 plus postage.

This four-week unit on the American economic system for secondary
students is intended to be a basic literacy unit in economics and to
serve as a "sampler kit" demonstrating how economics can be taught inter-
estingly, imaginatively, and with intellectual honesty. The unit's goals
for students include the abilities to list the major characteristics of
the American econtay, apply basic economic analysis-to current economic
situations, list the basic economic tools used to stabilize the economy,
and review present economic trends through a personal and societal per-
spective. Among the teaching methods suggested are brainstorming, creat-
ing models, simulations, short lectures, interviews, short readings, and
case studies. The unit is composed of 12 activities. Student goals,
class materials needed, specific teacher instructions, and questions
with which to stimulate classroom-discussion are provided for each activ-
ity. Also provided are pretests, posttests, quizzes, a test of basic
economic concepts and their definitions, 18 expectations which are con-
sidered a minimum competency requirement in the achievement of economic
literacy, and a bibliography of additional resource materials.

Learner, Laurence E., et al. Analyzing Health Care Policy: A Resource
Guide. Economics/Political Science Series. New York: Joint Coun-
cil on Economic Education, 1977. 60 pp, ED 173 254. EDRS price:
MF01 plus postage. PC not available from EDRS; order from JCEE,
1212 Ave. of the Americas,.New York, NY 10036 ($3.50).

,First in a series which offers educational resources and teachinb
techniques related to major social issues tO-Eigh school social studies
classroom teachers, the guide focuses on political and economic aspects
of health care in the United States. The document is presented in tour
major chapters. Chapter 1 explores how economic and political science
frameworks can be used to analyze policy issues. Chapter 2 presents an
overview of health care in the United States. Topics discussed include
Costs, availability of services, advantages of private and public health
care, policy choices, and health care insurance rates. Chapter 3 out-
lines objectives for the health care unit. Chapter 4 presents instruc-
tional activities which involve students in defining terms, comparing ,

data, discussing issues in groups and in class, analyzing insurance
rates, analyzing filmstrips, role playing, and answering questions based
on reading assignments. For each activity, information is presented on
grade level, sequence within the unit, time and material required,
rat4knale, concepts, instructional objectives teaching strategies, and
1:141.1 activities. ,

O'Neill, James B. The Market ystem: Does It Work? Princeton: Louca-
tional Services Bureau, Dow Jones and Co., 1975. 71 pp. ED 117
023.° EDRS price': KW plus postage. PC not a\'ailable from EDRS;
-order trom Vow Jones and Co., P.U. Box 300, Princeton, NJ 06540
($1.95; minimum order 10 copies).

Included in this student book are a variety of learning activities
for secondary students which will aid their understanding of the United
States economic system. Basic concepts are introduced which show how a
market mechanism resolves the conflict between finite resources and
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infinite desires, how supply and demand interact, and how competition

among commodities and available reserves, as well as among prospective

purchasers, influences pricing. Students are exposed to these concepts

on a personal level, helping them to answer the following kinds of ques-

tions: (1) What kind of car should I buy considering the energy crisis?

(2) Should I goto college .or to work after high school graduation? (3)

What summer jobs are available? Following an introduction which defines

and introduces the market system, activity chapters focus on consumer-

ism, money problems, scarcity of natural resources, distribution of

goods, supply and demand, getting enougW gasoline, the case for ration-

ing, motorcycles and public safety, and future fear. Although there is

some variation, most lessons begin with a newspaper article on one of

these economic topics. Lists of difficult terminology and a number of

questions follow to help students comprehend what they read in the

article.

O'Neill, James B. The Market System: Does It Work? Teacher's Edition.

Princeton: Educational Services Bureau, Dow Jones and Co., 1975.

91 pp. ED 117 024. EDRS price: MFOI plus postage. PC not avail-

able from EDRS; order from Dow Jones and Co., P.O. Box 300, Prince-

ton, NJ 08540($2.95).

This book, the teach.'s guide for the student resource-described

above, presents objectives, concepts, procedures, and evaluation tor

completing the unit. The materiels are arranged so that the earliest

lessons deal with the most basic concepts and later lessons introduce

variations and complexities of the major concepts. Chapter titles cor-

respond to the student version of the materials.

O'Neill, James B. Master Curriculum Guide in Economics for the Nation's

Schools. Part II, Strategies for Teaching Eccnomics: World Studies

(Secondary). New Ydrk: Joint Council on Eeonomto Education, 1980.

117 pp. ED 188 979 EDRS price: MFO1 plus postage. PC not avail-

able iron EDRS; order from JCEE, 7212 Ave. of the Americas. New

York, NY 10036 05.00).

This guide presents concept-based activities in economics for use

with students in grades 9 through 12. The activities are related to

global aspects of economic development. The objective is to provide

detailed classroom lessonts illustrating ways of applying economic analy-

sis to world history and to the contemporary world scene. The 11

concept-based lessons can be modified for use in existing curriculum.

They are designed to help, students understand basic economic problems

with which every economic' system MUSE contend. Sample lessons are

entitled "A Primitive Economy," "The Game of Scarcity and Allocation,"

"Patterns otAconomic Development," "Limits to GrOwth," and "Using Eco-

nomic Data to Compare Typles of Lconomic Systems." Activities involve

students in map and globe! work, filling in worksheets, class discussion,

readint, assignments, analyzihg case studies, anki writing brief essays.

For each lesson, information is presented on time required, major and

related concepts, objectives, rationale, material, procedure, and evalu-

ation., An annotated list of other resources concludes the document.

Swartz, Thomas R. Analyzing Tax Policy: A Resource Guide. Economics/

Political Science Sdries. hew York: Joint Council on Lconomic
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Education, 1979. 107 pp. ED 173 257. Ellhb price: MFO1 plus post-
age. PC not available from EDRS; order from JCEE, 1212 Ave. of the
Americas. New York, NY 10036 (44.50).

Part of a series which oilers educational resources and teaching
techniques related to major social issues to high school social studies
classroom teachers, the guide focuses on political and economic aspects
in three major chaptcrs. Chapter 1 explores how economic and political
science frameworks can be used to analyze policy issues. Chapter 2 pre-
sents an overview of taxation in the Unic,ed States. Topics discussed
include the role of taxes in the United States economy, the nature of

tax authority, economic bases for taxation, and crit?ria used in evaluat-
ing the worth of a tax. Chapter 3 outlines objectives for the tax policy
unit, including that students should be able to define and evaluate var-
ious kinds of taxes, make informed decisions about reforms, and under-
stand the values involved in tax polieies and various tax issues. This
,chapter also presents instructional activities which involve students in
defining terms, identifying and classitying taxes, discussing and analyz-
ing issues in groups and in the class, working problem sheets, and role
playing. Forle ch activity, information is presented ou recommended
use, sequence; v thin the unit, time and materials required, rationale,
concepts, instr ctional objectives, teaching strategies, and pupil activ-
ities. °

Teacher's Guid4 to the Econoa and Business Organizations, A. Madison:
Wisconsin Departmentof Public Instruction, Social Studies Curric-
ulum Study Committee, 1977. 196, pp. ED 170 232. PUS price:
MF01/PC08 plus postage. Also available from Wisconsin Department
of Public Instruction, 126 Langdon St., Madison, W1 53702 ($2.00).

To increase economic literacy amohg students in grades 842, the
guise offers activities, discussion questions, background information,
and eNplanation of economic concepts. The document is presented in three
sections. Section i examines the economic framework of the United
States. Topics discussed include economic problems, making economic
decisions, economic system development, production, income distribution,
and economic exchange. Section 2 focuses on the tour major types of
nongovernment business organizations--proprietorship, partnership,
investor-owned profit corporation, and user-owned -Co-operative corpora-
tion. For each type of organization,' information is presented on major
points, performance expectations, important concepts, and coMparison
with other types of organiaations. Sebtion 3 traces cooperative enter-
prises in agriculture and businey--particularly in the fields of housing
and health care. Information is presented on the principles of coopera-
tives, how cooperatives work, control, success factors, and buying power
of cooperatives. Each of the three sections outlines the major points
about each concept discussed and recommends' additional teacher material,
stwlent material, student activities, and discussion questions and
answers. A glossary of terms is also provided. Student activities
include analyzing newspaper articles, charting sectors of the bUsiness
economy, answering brief questions-about the free-enterprise system,
analyzing 1pcal businei4-enterprises, arranging speaking engagOments by
community business leaders, and forming a cooperative to purchase school
supplies.
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Williams, Elmer D., et al., eds. Creative Activities in Economics for
Middle School Students. Atlanta: Georgia Council on Economic Educa-
tion; Athens, Ga.: University of Georgia, Center for Economic Educa-
tion, 1978. 176 pp. ED 179 438. EDRS price: MEDI plus postage.
PC not available from EDRS; order from Center for Economic Educa-
tion, University of Georgia, 204 Dudley Hall, Athens, GA 30602
($2.25).

This learning package presents 15 lessons on principles of eco-
nomics for use by junior high school social studies classroom teachers
as they develop economic education programs. The activities are keyed
to the economic education color television/film series Trade-Offs, devel-
oped jointly in 1978 by the Agency for Instructional Television, the
Canadian Foundation for Economic Education, and the Joint Cocicil on
Economic Education. 11ejor objectives of the lessons are to g_ve teachers
a wider range of activities from which to choose, to facilitate individ-
ualiied and independent learning, to provide experiential activities,
and to develop and reinforce economic vocabulary. Lesson topics focus
on economic choice, factors involved in decision making, earning power,
income, selling techniques, and costs and benefits. Activities involve
students in class discussion, cutting out pictures and comparing prices
of desired items irom catalogs, creating charts and graphs, participating
in simulation and other games, learning vocabulary terms, tilling in
blanks, solving word puzzles, making bulletin boards, and playing word
games. For each lesson, information is presented on behavioral objec-
tives, vocabulary, learning activities, and follow-up activities. The
materials also include written and/or pictorial descriptions of learning
centers for individual and small-group projects.

Wilson, Cathy R., and Mark C. Schug. A Guide to Games and Simulations
for Teacl4pg Economics, 3rd ed. New York: Joint Council on
Economic Education, 1979. 91 pp. :ED 180 873. EDRS price: MFO1
plus postage. PC not available from EDRS; order irom JCEE, 1212
Ave. of the Americas, New York, NY 10036 ($2.00).

The document provides an annotated list of 130 games and simulations
for elementary and secondary economics courses, outlines procedures tor
using games, and reviews research studies on social science games and
simulations. It is presented in five chapters. Chapter ',lists selec-
tion criteria. Chapter 2 dicusses constructing, selecting, and using
games in the classroom and provides a bibliography on the subject. Chap-
ter 3 summarizes findings in current research on instructional games in
economics and the social sciences. Chapter 4 contains an annotated list
of currently available simulations and games. Each entry provides title
and source, subject matter, grade level, adproximate playing time, cost,
number of participants needed, and a description of procedures and objec-
tives. Chapter 5 lists other appropriate games and simulations, biblio-
graphies, and journals. Addresses of publishers and distributors arc
included.

World Economy and Multindtional Corporations, The: An Activity Program
for Grades 9 Through 12. Peoria: Caterpillar Tractor Co. 32 pp.
ED 195 481. EDRS price: N101/PCO2 plus postage.
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This booklet for secondary students contains background information
and activities about the multinational corporation (MNC). The major
goal of the booklet is to impart'an understanding of the economic con-
cepts underlying the world economy and the activities of multinational
business enterprises. brier reading selections provide students with
information on world trade, history of MNCs, the economics of MNCs, and
some issues raised by MNCs. Following the readings, students compile a
list of commodities that the United States must imp- -t from other coun-
tries and prepare exhibits, bulletin boards, and/or reports describing
the origins of these products and their uses in the United States. In

another activity, students log all the products advertised on a TV sta-
tion within a certain time and determine how many of them are made by
MNCs. Students also participate in role playing, panels, large and small
group discussions, and independent research. Pretests and posttests are
included.

Consumer/Personal Economics

Bannister, Rosella. Inflation: Consumers Counter the Cost of Living. A

Consumer Education Curriculum Module for Grades 10-14. Ypsilanti,

Mich.: Consumer Education Center, Eastern Michigan University,
1980. 114 pp. ED 400 475. EDRS price: MF01/PC05 plus postage.

This publication suggests classroom activities and resources on
inflation for use in secondary and adult/community education. Objectives

are to enable students to identify and analyze varying points of view
and policy proposals on inflation, apply the decision-making process to
various alternatives regarding inflation, and achieve a broader under-
standing of the options available to consumers as they participate to
influence change regarding the inflation problem. For each topic related

to inflation, the following are provided: an objective, suggested learn-
ing activities, classroom materials needed, teacher resources, and sug-

gested evaluation procedures. Although student worksheets are provided

for many of the activities, additional materials are required for some
of the activities. The activities in which the students are involved

are many and varied. Pretests and posttests, a glossary of terms, and

an index of organizations are included. An annotated bibliography cites
materials representing a variety of points of view regarding inflation.
Books, journal articles, pamphlets and reports, films, videocassettes
and filmstrips, and simulations are cited. The publication concludes
with several position papers on inflation.

Blumengarten, Jerry. Survival Skills for Students. New York: Open

Doors, 1977. 65 pp. ED 154 102. EDRS price: MFOI/PC03 plus post-

age.

This manual is addressed to providing high school students with
daily living skills they will need in modern urban settings. Individual

lesson plans for teachers are accompanied by simply worded instructional
materials. Students are presented with problem-solving exercises in
such areas as self-awareness; communication; money, income, and work;
consumerism; and making use of transportation and other resources, par-
ticularly in New York City.
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Consumer and Economic Education Guidelines. Indianapolis: Indiana
Project for Consumer and Economic hducdtion, 1979. 1U9 pp.
ED 167 433. EDRS price: MFOI/PC05 plus postage.

This document identifies goals, rationale, key concepts, general
teaching ideas, and resource materials for teaching consumer and economic
education. The document is intended to provide guidelines for elemen-
tary, secondary, and adult education programs which emphasize (1) under-
standing of the relationships between economic, political, and social
systems and the individual, (2) acquisition of management and decision-
making skills, and (3) understanding of the rights of individuals as
consumers, producers, and citizens. The guide is presented in three
major parts. Part 1, an introduction, gives d rationale for consumer
and economic education programs, presents a model for decision making,
and explains the goals and content of consumer and economic education
programs at elementary, secondary, and adult levels. Part 2, the bulk
of the document, offers frameworks for teaching such specific concepts
as scarcity, the market system, credit, consumer demand, savings and
investment, and financial security. For each concept the framework out-
lines learning goals, teaching ideas, and general resource materials.
The frameworks do not specify activities or resources by grade level.
Part 3. an appendix, contains a glossary of terms and a short curriculum
unit outline.

Consumer Education: It's a Basic. NASSP Curriculum Report 9, no. 4.
Reston, Va.: National Association of Secondary School Principals,
i980. 13 pp. ED 187 634. EDRS price: MF01. PC not available
from EDRS; order from NASSP, 1904 Associdtion Drive, Reston, VA
22091 ($0.50).

The report discusses and defines consumer education for high school
students, describes various consumer education school programs, annotates
dvailable sources and resources, and notes several issues needing atten-
tion. Consumer education is defined as an effort to prepare students
for participation in the marketplace by imparting the understandings,

attitudes, and skills which will enable them to make rational and intell-
igent decisions. The purpose is to help students deal effectively with
their contemporary problems .fild to prepare them to cope with the problems
they will meet in the years ahead. Four broad content areas are
included: consumer decision making, economics, personal finance, and
rights and responsibilities. The report notes the increasingly important
role of consumer education in the schools and describes high school pro-
grams from various states. It also briefly lists teaching strategies
and learning activities and describes teacher sources and resources.
Consumer education issues still to be resolved include a need for cooper-
ative curriculum planning, a need to identify basic competencies, a need
to keep a balanced view of the consumer vs. the producer, and a need to
reach beyond just buying and selling into more-abstract aspects of con-
gumer education.

Consumer in the Marketplace: An Interdisciplinary Approach to Consumer
Education Developed for Grades 5-8. Pittsburgh: Allegheny Inter-
mediate Unit, 1978. 244 pp. ED 164 388. EDRS price: MFOI. PC
not available from EDRS; order from Project ICE, Allegheny Inter-
mediate Unit, Suite 1300, Two Allegheny Center, Pittsburgh, PA
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15212 (free; supply limited).

This manual identifies activities and resources for infusing con-
sumer education into English, social studies, science, mathematics, and
home-economics courses in grades 5 through 8. The activities are
intended to help students recognize their rights and responsibilities as
consumers in our society and make intelligent decisions in light of their
personal and economic value systems. The suggested activities are based
on four concepts: (1) basic economics uf the marketplace, (2) legal
rights, redress, and consumer law, (3) major purchases of products and
services, and (4) such special problems as advertising and product
safety. The manual begins by listing consumer education competencies
within each of these concept areas. The bulk of the manual is divided
into five sections according to subject area. Within each section,
competencies, classroom activities, resources, and performance indicators
are listed for the various concepts. The activities arc many and vdtied.
Students view filmstrips, tead and discuss books, write plays, role-play
scenes involvig different buyer/seller situations, demonstrate the use
of table saws and other tools, use charts and graphs to show monthly
expenditures, and design and conduct a survey about shoplifting. The
manual concludes with bibliographies of print and nonprint student nater-
ials and free materials for educators.

Consume' Product Safetil What's It All About? Teacher's Guide.
Washington, D.C.: Consumer Product Safety Commission, 1979. 25
pp. ED 177 100. EDRS price: MF01/PC01 plus postage. Also
available from Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, DC 20402 ($1.00).

Designed as a flexible resource, this material may be tx,ed indepen-
dently or in conjunction with existing safety, health, consumer'educa-
tion, economics, or social studies units. To facilitate the incorpora-
tion of product safety information into the curriculum, the suggested
activities section lists major concepts to be developed and indicates
related interdisciplinary skills. Each unit contains a list of learning
objectives, a teacher's guide, a consumer product safety vocabulary list,
suggested activities, including safety-oriented crossword puzzles, and a

list of resources. Area office listings for the Consumer Product Safety
Commission are included. The material is intended for grades 4-6.

Finch, Alton V., comp. Career Education in Business Education:
Classroom Teachers Handbook. Reston, Va.: National Business Educa-
tion Association, 1980. 198 pp. ED 187 856. EDRS price:
MF01/PC08 plus postage. Also available from NBEA, 1906 Association
Drive, Reston, VA 22091 (S9.50).

This handbook contains samples of instructional materials for teach-
ing career education concepts in the business classroom lesson plans,
factual information, games, and exercises. While many 02 the examples
are in a form readily usable by students, other examples have been edited
or condensed to fit the handbook format. All original sources are given
in the table of contents and include mailing addresses for the materials.
Unit 1 provides an introduction. Units 2 and 3 contain materials perti-
nent to (1) the philosophy, goals, and objectives of career education
and (2) career education and the teaching/learning process. Instruc-
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tional materials relating to career education concepts are found in Unit
4, which is divided into six sections: occupational information (includ-
ing information about 56 business occupations), job getting and maintain-
ing, career decision making, values and self - appraisal, personal traits

and human relationships, and economic awareness. Unit 5 is an annotated
bibliography that describes both the original sources of the materials
and other sources of career education materials. Materials are classi-
fied as local, state, and national eaucation agencies; annotated periodi-
cals; other periodicals; theses; and commercial books and other curric-
ulum materials. An appendix gives the mailing addresses of the state
coordinators of career education.

Finn, Peter, et al. Transportation Consumer Education Curri,ulum Guide.

Cambridge, Mass.: Abt Associates, 1977. 362 pp. ED 147 588.

EDRS price: MF01/PG15 plus postage.

Materials in this curriculum guide represent a selection of the
,

major tranbportation consumer topics and ideas and are designed to set
the stage for more-intensive transportation consumer education curric-
ulum development and teacher efforts. (Eleven manuals covering the four
transportation topics of public transportation, tranbportatioh and the
environment, transportation safety, and bicycles for elementary, second-

ary, and adult levels at available separately and may be used in con-
junction with this curriculum guide or independently of it.) The guide

consists of three major sections: introduction, curriculum units, ana

resources. The introduction presents rationale for developing transpor-
tation consumer education curricula and conceptualizes the complex field
of use and purchase of transportation goods and services. A series of

20 units on key transportation consumer education topics are presented.
Each contains rationale, activities index (objectives, suggested class-
room activities, and suggested teaching methods), and a bibliography of

teacher, student, and audiovisual materials. The resources section con-

tains instructions for developing transportation consumer education cur-
riculum units, discussion of appropriate teaching methods, a croz;s-
reference of transportation topics and other subject areas, and miscella-

neous bibliographies.

How to Buy Food: Lesson Aids for Teachers, rev. ed. Agriculture Handbook

no. 443. Washington, D.C.: Agricultural Marketing Services, U.S.
Department of Agriculture, 1975. 55 pp. ED 170 54b. LDRS price:

MF01/PC03 plus postage. Also available from Superintendent of Docu-
ments, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, DC 20402
01.30).

This teacher's guide presents lesson aids one how to buy food tor
home economics or consumer education in high school or adult education

courses. An introductory section describes the contents and objectives

ot the supplementary materials (publications, films, and slides/
filmstrips) and provides suggestions for lesson preparation and back-
ground materials for the instructor. The topics of the lessons are meat,
dairy products, eggs, poultry, fresh fruits and vegetables, canned and
frozen fruits and vegetables, and how to get more for your money. Each

of these lessons contains a list of objectives and materials to use,
suggestions for teaching, a glossary, and quizzes.
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How to Save Money by Using Less Electricity, Natural Gas, and Water: A
Do-It-Yourself Guide. Pvhlication 228. Berkeley: Lawrence Berke-

ley Lab, University of California, 19/9. 27 pp. ED 194 312. EDRS

price: MFOI/PCO2 plus postage.

Presented are ways in which consumerF can improve the energy effi-
ciency of their homes and conserve water. Organized by types of energy
use, the guide points out what to look for and what changes to consider
as homeowners inspect heating and air - conditioning' systems, the hot-water
system, kitchen appliances, lighting, and water use. Conservation tips
and estimated cost reductions are given for each appliance or system
discussed.

John, Sadie, and Byron L.Chaplin, comps. A Teacher's Guide to Money
Management. Pittsburgh: Consumer Credit Counseling Service of

Western Pennsylvania. 68 pp. ED 127 225. EDRS price: MFOI plus

postage. PC not available from EDRS; order from Educational Direc-
tor, Consumer Credit Counseling Service, 1102 Arrott Bldg., 401
Wood St., Pittsburgh, PA 15222 ($1.50).

This educational booklet for secondary teachers contains readings,
student activities, and selected resources on money management. The

authors believe that preventive money management education can help stu-
dents become tomorrow's wise consumers. Parts 1, 2, and 3 deal, respec-

tively, with budgeting and money management, credit-consciousness, and
shopping skills. Each part begins with a brief description of the topic,
discussing course content and possible teaching methods, and t' n pro-

vides exercises, checklists, and tips on ways to stretch clonal, in the
various areas, all of which can be used or adapted for use with students.
Part 4 contains suggested class activities-- shopping sprees with play

lb-money, role-playing situations, clasp discussions on famous money quotes,
-completing unfinished sentences, and case studies. Part 5 cites selected

resources for consumer/marketplace education including bibliographies,
newsletters, periodicals, curriculum guides, brochures',- textbooks, games,-

and audiovisuals. Handouts available from Consumer Credit Counseling

are listed. A form which teachers can use to evaluate the booklet is

also provided. The booklet is particularly useful to teachers just start-
ing out who have not developed their own materials.

Feast, Anne C., and Gwendolyn I. Leth. Timely Teaching Tips: Financial

Planning. Washington, D.C.: American Council of Lite insurance,

1979. 108 pp. ED 170 529. EDRS price: MFOI/PC05 plus postage.

This handbook contains teaching ideas for personal and family finan-
cial-planning courses in senior high schools. Each concept includes the
type of activity, an overview of the activity in the form of a generali-
zation, student performance indicators, a plan for implementation, eval-
uation criteria, and a list of materials needed to conduct the activity.
Many of the activities also include teacher references. Following is a

list of the concepts with examples of activity areas: money management

(life-insurance case problem, personal property inventory), purchase of
goods and services (cost comparison, consumer awareness), consumer eco-
nomics (increasing economic vocabulary, supply and demand and price-
index record), and credit (shopping for credit, applying for a short-

term loan).
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Lungmus, Dorothy, et al. Consumer Education Suurcebook. Boulder, Colo.:
Social Science Education Consortium and ERIC Clearinghouse for
Social Studies/Social Science Education, 1980. 131 pp.
ED 180 8b1. EDRS price: MFOI/PC06 plus postage. Also available
from SSEC Publications. 855 Broadway, Boulder, CO 80302 ($9.95).

An annotated list ot currently available student and teacher
resources for consumer education in grades K-12 is provided in this
sourcebook. Section 1 describes student and teacher materials. Student
materials include current (1976 or later) textbooks; supplementary print
materials such as pamphlets, books, duplicating masters, transparencies,
and workbooks; audiovisual materials; and games and simulations. The
grade level, reading level, price, subject area, strategies and require-
ments for use, and consumer ecommuics focus are provided for each entry.
Categories for teacher materials art handbooks and sourcebooks which
provide background information, on consumer economics, curriculum guides
for planning courses or programs, and a variety of materials indexed in
ERIC. Section 2 lists local, state, and national consumer organizations
and relevant periodicals. The Consumer Education Materials Analysis
Instrument, a list ot publishers, and a cross reference index are
includecrin appendices.

Spellman, Nancy Z. Aright Ideas for Consumer Educators. 1979. 22 pp.
ED 178 383. EDRS price: MFOI/PC01 plus postage.

This bibliography lists 56 K-adult multimedia materials related to
various aspects ot consumer education. The author's objective is to
provide curriculum planners and educators with information about audio-
visual aids for teaching consumer awareness and skill development to
students of all ages. Materials annotated include cassettes, filmstrips,
posters, charts, slides, films, ditto-masters, videocassettes, and trans-
parencies. Topics covered are the consumer and the economy, consumer pro-
tection, the metric system, consumer educator aids, bargain jargon, money
management, financial services, health, investing, food, auromobilesi
insurance, houses, mathematics, and shoplifting. The entries are divided
according to topic and then arranged alphabetically by title. Informa-,
tion is given concerning physical description, length, time allotment,
publisher, price, rental price, preview availability, and grade level.

Wilcox, Suzanne Dale. Urban Consumer: A Community Newspaper. A Consumer
Education Curriculum Module for Grades 7-8. New York: Center for
Advanced Study in Education, City University of New York, 1980.
126 pp. ED 197 197. EDRS price: MF01/PC06 plus postage.

This consumer education module is designed to increase seventh- and
eighth-grade urban students' awareness of what it means to be a consumer.
The seven units in the module are intended to help students think of
themselves as consumers, identify appropriate consumer behavior and the
consumer viewpoint in some topical areas, and gather information and
write about it in a regular newspaper for the community. An introductory
section contains information on the development of these instructional
materials. Unit 1 contains seven activities on appropriate consumer
behavior. The seand unit provides activities to help students learn
more about their local urea as a place where consumers live and function.
The skills required to start and run a community newspaper are covered
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in the four activities of unit 3. Two activities designed to help stu-
dents write about the consumer interest are presented in the fourth unit.
Units 5-7 contain a total of 14 activities on consuming entertainment
and medical services and supermarket shopping; activities include field
trips, discussions, writing articles, and conducting interviews. Appen-
dixes contain student compositions, an issue of a student newspaper,
consumer-oriented articles, a health newsletter, ano information on
selecting a doctor.

Global/Futures Economics

Becker, James M. Education for a Global Society. Fastback Series, no.
28. Bloomington, Ind.: Phi Delta Kappa Educational Foundation,
1973. 42 pp. ED 085 900. Not available from EDRS; order from Phi
Delta Kappa, Eighth and Union, Box 789, Bloomington, IN 47401
($0.75).

A growing body of research literature suggests that significant
relationships exist between the attitudes individuals develop toward
their own and other societies and their images of international conflict
and collaboration. The author of this booklet believes that unless stut
dents understand that miry important differences in national behavior
can be explained in terms of learned patterns of social behavior, ethno-
centric tenoencies may simply be reinforced. Efforts to-understand
Africa or Asia are likely to lead nowhere unless skill in analysis,
knowledge of history, valuing, and experience as a basis for judging are
provided. While none of these approaches is wrong, each taken by itself
is inadequate. However, Becker sees some encouraging signs that may
serve to strengthen these approaches and perhaps develop a more-
comprehensive view of the earth and man. Among these approaches, peace
studies, future studies, and development studies seem most promising.at
present. These and other promising approaches to global education are
dicussed in this report.

Collier, Anne B. Energy in an Interdependent World: A Global Development
Studies Case Study. Madison, N.J.: Global Development S udies
Institute, 1979. 173 pp. ED 175 -/61. EDRS price: NE0i/PC07 plus
postage. Also available from Global Development Studies Institute,
Millbrook School, Millbrook, NY 12545 ($5.00).

Parr of the Global Development Studies Institute's series of model
curricula, this guide presents strategies for teaching about energy Es a

global issue. The unit, intended fur students in grades 11-14, is
designed for one semester. The overall objective is to promote awareness
of and responsibility toward the global community through an understand-
ing of the complex and interdependent nature of global issues. The guide
is organized into four parts. The first part introduces the energy
issue, explaining why it is a global one. The second part presents scien-
tific and historical background information, outlining reasons for the
present crisis. The third part analyzes ecological, economic, political,
and social elements of the issue. The fourth part explores technologieLl
and policy alternatives for t le future, including conservation, fossil-
fuel production, rucelar enef ', solar energy, geothermal energy, hydro-
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electric power, and various energy policies. Basic concepts and informa-
tion are given for each topic, as well as suggestions for activities and
discussion questions. Skill-development activities include researching,
making surveys, using and analyzing statistics, writing reports, and-
making policy decisions. Content and skill objectives are listed in the
introduction, and, charts, graphs, figures, and reading lists are included
in each chapter. A glossary and bibliography conclude the document.

Energy in the Global Marketplace, Grades 9, 10, 11: Interdisciplinary
Student/Teacher Material in Energy, the Environment, and the
Economy. Washington, D.C.: National Science Teachers Association,
1978. 54 pp. ED 157 819. EDRS price: MF01 plus postage. PC not
available from EDRS; order from Technical Information Office, U.S.
Department of Energy, P.O. Box 62, Oak Ridge, TN 3-/830 (free).

This instructional unit contains six classroom lessons in which
9th-, 10th-, or lith-grade social studies students examine the tifects
of competition among nations and world regions as demand for oil out-
stl-ips supply. The overall objective is to help students understand the
concept that energy is a commodity to be bought and Sold like any other
commodity but in a marketplace that is a global one. The lessons were
written by teachers and can be integrated into social studies, economics,
world history, contemporary issues, and world geography courses.' The
lessons are (1) "Why Some Nations Use More Energy," (2) "Energy: Who Has
It; Who Needs It?," (3) "From Those Who Have to Tse Who Want: The Oil
Trade Routes," (4) "What If...Everyone Wants MOre?,' (5) "Retrodollars:
The Problem of Too Much Money," and (6) "The Oil Price Game,- - Everyone
Plays" (a simulation of the world market for oil). The activities in
which students are involved include analyzing maps, graphs, and charts;
answering questions based on short reading selections; and playing games.
Each lesson can be taught in one classroom period. All teachers and
student materials are included.

Fitch, Robert M., and Cordell M. Svengalis. Futures Unlimited: Teaching
About Worlds to Come. Bulletin no. 59. Washington, D.C.: National
Council for the Social Studies, 1979. 94 pp. ED 174 539. EDRS
price: MF01 plus postage. PC not available from EDRS; order from
NCSS, 3615 Wisconsin Ave. NW, Washington, DC 20016 ($6.95).

A theoretical framework and suggestions for teaching about the
future at the secondary level are presented. Chapter 1 examines the
nature of and approach to futurism and explores ideas of European and
Americi-n futurists. Chapter 2 presents a rationale, characteristics of
futures education, outlines of courses and units, and methods of inte-
grating futures studies into the curriculum. Chapter 3 lists innovative
methods for teaching about the future. Goals, techniques for forecast-
ing the future, and 20 activities are included. Chapter 4 is an inquiry
into values and futures education. Sample questionnaires, inventories,
and activities for implementation of value analysis are provided. Chap-
ter 5, "Images of the Future Through Science Fiction," presents a list
of relevant resources arranged by category: books suitable for student
tests, basic works, advanced reading, general works, creativity, energy
and fnlv4Itonment, economics and work, education, life styles and changing
sex 'roles, alternative realities, politics and government, technology,
and simple living. Other topics are society and culture, transformation
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and transcendence, international relations and world order, biomedicine
and psychology, and population and food. Lists of multimedia kits,
games, simulations, and periodicals are included.

Kenworthy, Leonard S., et al., eds., Helping boys and Girls Discover the
World: Teaching About. Global Concerns and the United Nations in
Elementary and MiddleSchools. New York: United Nations Associa-
tion, 1976. 74 pp. ED 201 538. Not avelable from EDRS; order
from UNA, 300 E. 42nd St., New York, NY 10017 S2.50).

This guide for elementary ai4d middle-scho6l teachers, curriculun
specialists, and administrators answers 40 questions most frequently
asked about global concerns and the work of the United Nations. Topics
include the importance of teaching abot the world and the United
Nations; the need for beginning international understariding in the home;.

themes, problems, and area studies; methods and skills for studying
international affairs; improving teacher education; resources; and
research and evaluation. Specific questions refer to the study of water
as an approach to world affairs, teaching about Africa and Asia, using
art and music . programs to foster the global dimension of education,
effective use of resource persons, and simulation games. Other topics
are international ekchange programs, pen pals; overseas opportunities
foi teachers and students, bibliographies, and auaiovisual'materials.

Kepner, William R., Jr. Teaching Future Studies to Secondary School
Students: A Curriculum. 1979. 82 pp. ED 187 622. EDRS'price:
MF01/ PC04 plus postage.

This publication describes a semester-Long course developed fqr
teaching future studies to secondary school students. The course is
designed as a senior high social studies elective. Objectives are to
help students recognize that change will occur, .that change in one area
will aiiect other areas, that the future can be influenced, and that
they can help create a more desirable future. To implement the course,
teachers must purchase or' have acces5 to additional print and nonprint
materials. Students are involved ih many classroom discussions, view
films and slide shows, read journal articles, play games, and partici-
pate in many group projects. Two ongoing activities which take place
throughout the course involve students in keeping a journal in which
they react daily to activities and ideas and developing a cross-impact
matrix on weekly topics. The course consists of five units. The first
unit is an introductory unit which increases students' awareness of
future studies and future thinking. In the second unit students examine
population growth, pollution, energy problems, and other concerns of a
global nature. Students are introduced to urban planning and the nature
of formai forecasting efforts in the third unit. Unit 4 deals with
highly personal choices and decisions the students may have to make in
their own lives. In the fifth unit alternative life styles and the need
for changing institutions and laws to meet changing times are explored.
Also included in the publication is a bibliographic essay citing resource
materials for teachers.

King, David L. Suggestions for Curriculum Development on Interdependence:
Part C, 7-9 and Part D, 10-12. Global Perspectives: A Humanistic
Influence on the Curriculum. New York: Center for Global Perspec---
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t-ives; Denver: Center for Teaching International Relations, 1976.

55 pp. ED 135 692. EDRS MF01/PC03 plus postage.

These topics and ideas for infuskpg global perspectives on interre-
latedness into the secondary social studies curriculum are intended to
be used selectively by teachers. The major objective of the gUide is to
help students become aware of global interdependence and the implications
and problems which accompany interdependence. Section 1 presents ideas

for curriculum development for grades 7-9. Specific objectives and a
background discussion are followed by topic -aid -idea outlines of American
history, state histories, developing nations, the study of culture, the

biosphere, and political systems. Fog each topic, questions and explana-
tions are listed, teachiig techniques ate suggested, and conclusions are

offered. Section 2 presents suggestions for curriculum development for

grades 10-12. Specific' objectives and a background discussionare
followed by topic-and-idea outlines of urbanization, economics, culture.
studies, environmental concerns, and nationalism. Activities, key ideas,
questions, hypotheses, and concepts for each tppic are presented.

Kinghorn, JOn Rye, et al. A Guide to Four Essential Themes: .School

Improvement Through Global Education. Dayton: Charles F. Kettering

Foundation; Boulder, Colo.: North CentralAssociation of Collages

and Schools, 1979. 155 pp. ED 171 622! EDRS price: MF01 plus

postage. PC not available from EDRS; order from Kettering, Founda-

tion, 5335 Far Hills Ave., Dayton, OH 45429 (free).

To aid high school classroom teachers as the> develop and implement,
programs on global issues, this guide outlines basic elements of an ideal,

global education program. Major themes are valuing diversity, understand-

ing the world as an interdependent system, developing effective working
relationships with others, and understanding prevailing world conditions,

the process of change, and emerging trends. For each theme, information
is presented on background, goals, implications for global education,
implications for school improvement, and learning activities. Specific

objectives include developing skills to identify and understand various
beliefs, values, and cultures; knowing that differences in people's
values are often due to history and geography; identifying how individual
activities affect the earth; understanding that actions often lead to
unanticipated Consequences; and acquiring and using information about
world issues, increasing understanding of self, and recognizing the
humanness of all people. Suggested activities involve students in class

discussion. reading and writing assignments, listing cultural aifferences
among various age groups and cultures, brainstorMing, listing cultural
prefereces, and arranging for class visitors. Activities involve
teachers in cooperative lesson planning with other staff members, analyz-
ing sluuents' behavior, visiting students' homes, reporting or current
international issues, andlreordering the classroom environment to

increase effectiveness with students.

Mehlinger, Howard D., et al. Global Studies for American Schools. Wash-

ington, D.C.: National Education Association, 1980. 85 pp.

ED 183 456. EDRS price:. MFOI plus po.stage. PC not available from
EbkS; order fromiNEA, 1201 16th St. NW, Washington, DC 20036

04.50).
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The book provides a rationale for teaching global studies, offers
six model lessons, suggests how teachers can assess their own global
studies programs, and cites additional resources for global studies. It
is presented in four chapters. Chapter 1 states the rationale as the
need to develop a global perspective in order to understand and function
effectively in the world today. Schools have the primary responsibility
for this development. Chapter 2 offers six lessons, which are designed
for junior high school students but can be adapted for elementary or
secondary students. Topics cover the relationship between human society
and natural environment, conmmnication, benefits and problems of indus-
trialization, energy, differing cultuiLl life styles, and human rights.
Each lesson requires from one to two or more class periods and includes
an introduction, objectives, suggested procedures, and student materials.
Techniques include reading, discussion, role play, research, simulation,
debate, and gaming. Chapter 3 discusses program evaluation, offering
suggestions for establishing objectives in four areas: knowledge, abil-
ities, valuing, and social participation. The final chapter lists
elected resources for global studies, citing general publications,
olganizations, catalogs, guides, and directories. It provides check-
lists for helping teachers identify possible resources in their own com-
munity and evaluate materials for classroom use.

Switzer, henneth A., and Paul T. Mulloy. Global issues: Activities and
Resources for the High School Teacher. Boulder, Colo.: Social
Science Education Consortium and ERIC Clearinghouse toi Social
Studies /Social Science Education; Denver: Center for Teaching
International Relations, 1979. 163 pp. ED 179 436. EDRS price:
MF01/PrO7 plus postage. Also available from SSEC Publications, 855
Broadway, Boulder, CO 80302 ($7.95).

The book is an introduction to teaching about contemporary global
concerns in the high school social studies classroom. It contains back-
ground and lesson plans for seven units in addition to 39 reproducible
student handouts; annotated lists of other good classroom resources, and
a guide to sources of teaching materials on global issues. Topics
covered include an introduction to the concept of global awareness, world
trade and economic interdependence, global conflict and the arms race,
economic development and foreign aid, environment and technology, energy
and natural rescurces, and human rights. For each unit, two lesson plans
are offered, with suggestions for topics and courses, time allotment,
instructional objectives, and teaching methods for introducing, devel-
oping, concluding the lesson. Student handouts offer materials for
the learning activities, such as relevant statistics and graphs, attitude

. tests, news media analysis, ranking nations, scenarios, aiscussion ques-
tions, decision-making and rule-playing exercises, and case studies.
Primary and supplementary sources are listed in an annotated bibliography
for each unit, including such materials as books, film's, simulations,
genes, pamphlets, and filmstrips. An appendix lists publishers of the
classroom materials with their addresses.

Victor, David, and kichard Kraft. Global Perspectives Handbook. Bloom-
ington, Ind.: Social Studies Development Center, no date. 43 pp.
ID 115 558. EDFS price: MF01/PCO2 plus postage.

This handbook contains eight classroom activities designed to
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increase global awareness. our example, one activity about increasing
global interdependence involves an analysis by students of their com-
munity to deeermine the extent co which it is related to the activities
of foreign people and foreign-made products. Objectives and procedures

are given for each activity. Charts, discussion topics, and masters for
student handouts accompany some of the activities. Also included in the

descriptions of some of the activities are sourcesmaterials, films,
and books--related to the topics for the teacher's reference. The activ-

ities arc versatile and can be used at any grade level. ThL handbook
(oLcludes with 1d2as tar Leacher-developed activities.

Westerhoff, John III, and Shirley McCune. To Make a Difference: Planning
for the Future. Teacher's Guide. Washington, D.C.: National

Education Association, 1976. 37 pp. ED 175 793. EDRS price:

MF01 plus postage. PC not available.

lhis resource guide for secondary students and teachers is designed
to introduce futures planning concepts for democratic social change and
the skills necessary for effective planning. The objectives arc to help

students understand the world realistically, to point out ways each
poison shares fn world problems, and to instill the knowledge that they
can make a positive contribution toward a solution. An additional aim
is to offer a series of foundational learnings necessary for futures
planning and to introduce steps to use in that plan. the teacher's guide
outlines objectives tor 22 topics, among them issues and causes, change
and the power to change, learning how to be creative, creating alterna-
tives, setting priorities and goals, framing objectives, finding strate-
gies, and planning actions. Supportive learning activities are suggest-d

for each topic: group essays, a debate, a mock trial, research, case

studies, brainstorming, and evaluation. the student workbook contains
activities reinforcing the concepts taught in each topic area. Sample

activities include listing social problems and possible personal contri-
butios to them, making deductions from a photograph, choosing one book
to have on a desert island, ranking concepts, planning a personal utopia,
setting social goals for the world in A.D. 2000, listing contributions
and hindrances to those goals, and planning specific objectives and
actions that might lead to their realization.
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ERIC
OPERATED BY

DOCUMENT REPRODUCTION SERVICE [EDRSIP 0 Box 190 ARLINGTON. VIRGINIA 22210 (703) 841-1212

COMPUTER MICROFILM INTERNATIONAL CORP

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS
ORDER BY ED NO. (6 digi ;) ENCLOSE CHECK OR MONEY

See Resources in Education ORDER
(RIE) Payable to EDRS in U S

SPECIFY EITHER:
Funds Check must indicate

Microfiche (MF)
the U S transit number of your
barks agency

or
Paper Copy (PC OR ENCLOSE AUTHORIZED

ENTER UNIT PRICE ORIGINAL PURCHASE ORDER

(See Below) COMPLETE AND SIGN BELOW

INCLUDE SHIPPING CHARGES
(See Charts Below)

Date

Signature

Title

UNIT PRICE SCHEDULE

MICROFICHE (MF)

NUMBER FICHE EACH ED It

1 to 5 (up to 480 pages:
6 (481-576 pages;
71577-672 pages)
8 (673-768 pagesi

Each additional
microfiche (additional 96 pages)

PRICE CODE
MF01
MF02
MF03
MF04

Price
$ 91

1 10
1 29
1 48

19

PAPER COPY (PC)

NUMBER PAGES EACH ED #
1 to 25

26 to 50
51 to 75
76 to 100

Each additional
25 pages

PRICE CODE
PC01
PCO2
PC03
PC04

Price
$2 00

3 65
5 30
6 95

1 65

ORDER FORM

SHIP TO:

BILL TO:

ED NUMBER
NO. OF
PAGES

NO. OF COPIES UNIT
PRICE

TOTAL
MF PC

TOTAL NO. OF PAGES S. snout.

TAX EXEMPT NO.
VA RESIDENTS ADD

4% SALES TAX

DEPOSIT AV:T. NO

SHIPPING

TOTAL

CHARTS FOR DETERMINING SHIPPING CHARGES

1st CLASS POSTAGE FOR
1-3 4-8 9-14 15-i8 19-2' 22-27 28-32

Microfiche Microfiche Microfiche Microfiche Microfiche Microfiche Microfiche
ONLY ONLY ONLY ONLY ONLY ONLY ONLY
$.20 $ 37 $.54 $.71 $.88 $1 05 $1.22

U.P.S. CHARGES FOR

1 lb 2 lbs albs 4 lbs 5 lbs 6 IbP 7 lbs 8 to 20 lbs
33-75 MF 76-150 151-225 226-300 301-375 376-450 451-525 526-1500

Or 1 MF or PC MF or PC MF or PC MF or PC MF or PC MF or PC MF or PC

AGES PAGES PAGES PAGES PAGES PAGES PAGES PAGES

Not to Exceed Not to Exceed Not to Exceed Not to Exceed Not to Exceed Not to Exceed Not to Exceed Not to Exceed

$1.49 $1.86 $2.23 $2 59 $2.96 $3.33 $3.70 $4.06 -$8.45

HOTS Orders for 33 or more microfiche and all orders for paper copies (PC) will be shipped via United Parcel Service unless ctherwise instructed
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GENERAL INFORMATION
I PRICE UST
The prices eel forth herein may be changed without notice, however, any
price change will be sub pact to the approval of the National institute of Edu-
cation Contracting Officer

2, PAYMENT
The prices set forth herein do not include any sales use, excise or similar
taxes which may apply to the sale of microfiche or hard copy to the Cus
tamer The cost of such taxes, if any, shall be borne by the Customer

Payment shall be made net thirty (30) days from date of invoice Payment
shell be without expense to CMIC

3. IIENIGOUCTION
Express permission to reproduce a copyrighted document provided he-
reunder must be obtained in writing from the copyright holder noted on the
title page of such copynghted document

4. CONTINGENCIES
CMIC shall not be liable to Customer or any other person for any failure or
delay in the performance of any obligation if such failure of delay fa) is due to
*vend beyond the control of CMIC incuding, but not limited to, fire, storm,
flood, earthquake, explosion, accident. acts of the public enemy, strikes,
lockouts, labor disputes, labor shortage, work stoppages. transportation
embargoes or delays, failure or shortage of materials, supplies or ma-
chinery. acts of God. or acts or regulations or priorities of the federal, state.
Or local governments, Ibl is due to failures of performance of subcontractors
beyond CM IC's control and without negligence on the part of CMIC or lc) is
duo to erroneous or incomplete information furnished by Customer

S LIABILITY
CMIC's lialshity, if any, arising hereunder shall not exceed restitution of

cheroot
In no event shall CHIC be liable for special, consequential or liquidated

Nampo rinsing from the provision of services hereunder

S. WARRANTY
CMIC MAKES NO WARRANTY, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, AS TO ANY MATTER
WHATSOVER. INCLUDING ANY WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR
FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE

7 GUAUTY
CHIC will replace products returned because of reproduction defects or in.
completeness The quality of the input document is not the responsibility of
CHIC Best available copy will be supplied

STANDING ORDERS

I CHANGES
No waiver, alteration or modification of any of the provisions hereof shall be
binding unless in writing and signed by an officer of CMIC

S DEFAULT AND WAIVER
a If Customer fails with respect to this or any other agreement with CMIC to

pay any invoice when due or to accept any shipment as ordered. CMIC
may without preludice to other remedies defer any further shipments
until the default is corrected, or cancel this Purchase Order

b No course of conduct nor any delay ofCMIC in exercising any right he-
reunder shall waive any rights of CMIC or modify this Agreement

10 GOVERNING LAW
This Agreement shall be construed to be between merchants Any question
concerning its validity, construction, or performance shall be governed by
the laws of the State of New York

11 DEPOSIT ACCOUNTS ,

Customers who have a continuing need for ERIC documents may open a
Deposit account by depositing a minimum of $200 00 Once a deposit ac-
count is opened. ERIC documents will be sent upon request, and the account
charged for the actual cost and postage A monthly statement of the account
will be furnished

12 STANDING ORDER ACCOUNTS
Customers who desire to receive microfiche copies of all ERIC reports an-
nounced in each issue of Resources in Education may do so by depositing
$2000 00 or submitting an executed purchase order The cost of each issue
and postage will be charged against the account A monthly statement of the
account will be furnished

13 PAPER COPY (PC)
A paper copy PC is xerographic reproduction on paper. of the original
docpment Each paper copy has a Vellum Bristol cover to identify and protect
the document

14 FOREIGN POSTAGE
Postage for all countries other than the United Buttes is based on the interna-
tional Postal Rates in effect at the time the order is shipped To determine
postage allow 75 microfiche or 75 PC pages per pound Customers must
specify the exact classification of mail desired, and include the postage for
that classification with their order Payment must be in United States funds

OTHER ERIC COLLECTIONS AVAILABLE FROM EDRS

Subscription orders of microfiche copies of all ERIC reports announced in each issue of
Resources in Education average $160 00 per month

BACK COLLECTIONS (Postage extra)

Reports in Research in Education for 1966 and 1967 $ 389 49
Reports in Research in Education for 1968 1,17269
Reports in Research in Education for 1969 1,399 11
Reports in Research in Education for 1970 1,424 54
Reports in Research in Education for 1971 1,662 58
Reports in Research in Education for 1972 1,720 84
Reports in Research in Education for 1973 1,498 73
Reports in Research in Education for 1974 1,566 40
Reports in Resources in Education for 1975 1,754 54
Reports in Resources in Education for 1976 1,838 41
Reports in Resources in Education for 1977 1,752 16

. Reports in Resources in Education for 1978 1,820 63
Reports in ResoUrces in Education for 1979 1,969 26
Reports in Resources in Education for 1980 1,992 76

AIM/ARM MICROFICHE COLLECTIONS (postage extra) $0 174/fiche
CLEARINGHOUSE MICROFICHE COLLECTIONS (postage extra) $0 178/f iche
SPECIAL COLLECTIONS (postage extra) $0 134/fiche

Office of Education Research Reports 1956-65 $ 444 21
Pacesetters in Innovation, Fiscal *11966. 158 79
Pacesetters in Innovation, Fiscal Year 1967 192 56
Pacesetters in Innovation, Fiscal Year 1968 123 15
Selected Documents on the Disadvantaged 367 16
Selected Documents in Higher. Education 168 57
Manpower Research:lnventory for Fiscal Year 1966 and 1967 87 50
Manpower Research: Inventory for Fiscal Year 1968 48 78
Manpower Research: Inventory for Fiscal Year 1969 63 38

SPECIAL PRODUCTS (postage included)

Information Analysis Products Bibliography 1975-1977 114 00
1978 40 95
1979 29 15
1980 36 80
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